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It’s a brand new ear and also the nal ear of the decade
can hardly believe the teen years of this century are almost
over
his could be a time of huge upheavals or it could be a year
where everything seems to plod along the same as ever. e
won t now until we re ta ing a rear-view-mirror loo from the
perspective of 2020 20 20 vision indeed . ut at this moment
we can choose unless we are overcome by catastrophic
circumstances to ma e it a year lled with personal growth
s ill development and other worthwhile pursuits.
he only way to do this is to have a plan that gives us a
process which we can follow faithfully. t s no use ma ing a new
year s resolution and then expecting that open-ended goal to
ta e us anywhere near where we want to go. uccess only
comes with consistent e ort and that means the willingness
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Comment
to commit to the regular practice of whatever it is we want to
improve or attain.
n fact the ge ng there process doesn t necessarily have
any romance about it at all. t can be a grind. t can certainly
ta e dogged determination. t can sometimes seem not worth
the e ort when we don t see great leaps of improvement.
ut just li e people who have wor ed for 10 years to become
overnight successes our own successes are rooted in what we
commit to doing on a regular basis.
o whether we re wor ing to improve our ranch grow our
club or polish our archery s ills we need to follow the same
basic procedure. ecide what we want wor out what needs to
be done to attain it then dedicate ourselves to the incremental
tas s that are re uired along the way. e don t even have to
thin about our goals much once we ve set them. e do that
wor rst then let the process ta e over. ommit to the boring
bits. n fact fall in love with boredom because it s the time we
put in on a habitual basis that will end in improvement and
ultimately success. And that s not boring at all.
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TIMBERLINE

sambar
I

n pitch dar ness we uic ly settled
into our ground blind. Twenty
minutes of silence was broken
by the sound of something breaking
stic s and twigs.
new it was deer
moving above us on the crown of the
spur and all we could do was sit and
listen. My heart was quietly pumping
with excitement but I was not saying
anything to Cheryl to keep her calm.
Cheryl was set up ready to take
a shot si ng adjacent to one of the
main game trails that led back into the
thickened dogwood bush of the lower
valley 1 m to her le . was tuc ed in
the ferns below Cheryl, which gave me a
clear view to the top of the ridges above
us and lower section of the mountain.
Through my binos I started making
out shapes moving through the
timbered tops but struggled to ma e
out exactly what they were or how
many animals there were. The wait
was intense as I played out scenarios
in my mind. Twenty minutes went by
before daylight nally started pushing
its way through the canopy of the
treetops and now I could see what
was making all the noise—and I was
blown away. he rst animal glassed

was a large-bodied sambar deer
moving through the timber on top
of the spur. he deer nally revealed
itself to be a nice mature stag and he
was supporting a good 24-inch set of
antlers. Then I glassed another stag.
The big fella was being shadowed by
an apprentice stag with a smaller set of
antlers as they fed following the main
game trail that passed Cheryl as they
contoured the mountain range. To my
right I glassed four hinds and two halfgrown calves as they slowly fed their
way directly down the gully, then a bigbodied spikey appeared from around
the spur to my right and fed in the
open 50m from me.
My focus was straight back to the
two stags which were now passing
through a cluster of timber heading
slowly towards Cheryl along the game
trail. It was looking like the perfect
ambush scenario as we waited like
fern statues in our ground blind. Then
to my disbelief I heard a noise of
something behind us, I ever so gently
turned around to get a look what was
going on. To my disappointment, a
sambar hind was moving directly up
the gully heading straight behind us.
ARCHERY ACTION
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I swore under my breath, the hind
would end up cu ng our wind if she
kept on climbing up the side of the
gully. My response was to ignore her
as I hoped she would turn and walk
o bac into the thic et of the gully.
Turning back around revealed the
stags were just moving out of the
timberline with the big stag in the
lead. t was now a game of patience.
Cheryl was ready and I slowly raised
my range nder and loc ed on the stag
that was now at 35m quartering on.
e still had plenty of bush coverage
around him, but my heart was already
pumping with excitement—and then,
HONK. The silence of the morning was
ripped away by the blasting noise of a
sambar hind as she nally cut our wind
behind us.
The two stags disappeared over
the top saddle of the mountain in
the blink of an eye and we could hear
deer scattering through the bush
everywhere.
The spikey stag, strangely, was
still standing to my right and was now
stamping his front hoof on the ground
and throwing his head up in the air
trying to smell what was wrong. He
decided something was not right and
it was time to leave. ropping down
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onto a game trail below him, he then
veered o to his le and was heading
away from me.
My whole mindset suddenly
changed. We had travelled a long way
from Western Australia to Victoria, the
fridge was empty of venison at home
and sambar deer do not fall out of
trees. I quickly slid my hand through
my bow sling and li ed my bow into
position and drew as he passed by a
stump that I had already ranged during
the morning. My 50m pin locked in on
his last rib and the bow went o . rac
the stag bolted down the side of the
mountain and disappeared out of sight
with little noise and then there was
total silence.
From what I had seen, the arrow
impact was perfect for a quarteringaway shot. e gave him 20 minutes
then made our way over to arrow
impact. To my disbelief, I found a small
pool of gut uid on the ground and
then we found my arrow 5m away. It
was soaked in blood but had a slight
gut smell to it; not a good sign. I was
worried. We tracked the deer straight
down the mountainside as he had
smashed his way through the dogwood
on a direct route to the gully bottom
leaving a minimal blood trail which we

lost 10m from the bottom. he gully
was extremely thick with blackberries,
ferns and fallen timber he could be
hidden away anywhere!
I got Cheryl to stand on the last
sign of the stag as I zigzagged the
gully. did that for a long time before
mother nature called and I could not
hold on any longer. ropping my pac
with Cheryl I ducked around into
another gully to do what was required.
ua ng down noticed the ferns
was nestled in were bright red. Wiping
the ferns with my hands, I couldn’t
believe it lood.
st-pumped the
air and than ed the hunting gods and
then ran back to get Cheryl. The stag
had spun and turned back up the gully
and contoured around into the next
gully head. His blood trail was now
bright as we followed it around the
next spur then we lost his trial again.
Cheryl stopped and said she could
smell something, I turned around and
loo ed down toward the gully bottom
and could see my stag fallen amongst
the logs below. To say I was relieved
and happy was an understatement as I
had really believed I had lost him.
n inspection the arrow had
impacted the second last rib, veered
o and exited out the same rib on the

opposite side and had taken out the
back of his lungs and had also passed
through part of the gut. I was lucky.
Cheryl and I shared a great morning
in the bush with the spikey stag that
Cheryl unfortunately named Robert!
We retrieved most of the meat, the
cape and I even took his rear skin
for a
man mount by arween
Taxidermy. We packed all the meat
products for the trip across the border.
e were pretty happy to be lling
up the freezer with our own venison
again.
The next couple of days the
weather turned extremely windy
and our hunting endeavours too a
turn for the worse as the deer went
to ground. n the
h day the wind
nally started to die o and the sun
was shining for the a ernoon. was
itching to head for one of the back
stands that I had not hunted before.

n arrival we uic ly settled into our
blind for the a ernoon. Just a er .30
we could hear a hell of a commotion
going on in the bush to our right. I
believed it was deer ghting but was
not sure. Whatever it was, they were
at it all a ernoon and at stages the
noise was intense was concentrating
looking in to the bush to see what was
making the noise when Cheryl tapped
me on the leg and pointed through the
blind, a hind with her half grown calf
had walked out from the bush line and
now fed a hundred metres below us,
what a great sight. To our amazement
over the next half an hour a spikey,
three more hinds and two more half
grown calves now fed in the open
below us as daylight was just starting
to fade. The spikey and a hind were
feeding slowly toward us and were
now 50m straight below us, Cheryl
was ready and we just had to wait

for them to feed into range, when an
explosion of noise came from the bush
to our right as we both watched a hind
running in full ight with a stag in hot
pursuit. They burst through the fence
and cut down through the clearing and
disappeared back into bush a hundred
metres below. didn t get time to put
my binos on the stag but I could see he
was supporting a good set of antlers.
Amazingly the deer feeding below us
only put their heads up, looked and
carried on feeding like nothing had
happened. I looked back to where
the hind and stag came through the
fence and was blown away on what
was standing there, a cracker of a
stag stood on the fenceline looking
straight down the hill towards us, not
moving. I whispered to Cheryl not to
move a muscle as I slowly raised my
binos, a stag that haunts my dreams
was standing there 70m away straight
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on. The stag supported a massive set
of antlers, all I could focus on was his
polished white tips and could see
them all. hat a waiting game and a
predicament; deer below us and the
stag to our right and daylight fading
fast. Finally the stag walked through
the run into the fence and instead of
turning le and moving in the open to
my le he turned right and moved o
following the fence line down and now
feeding behind timber just out of sight.
By now we had to make a decision;
the sun had disappeared behind the
mountain range in the distance to the
west, daylight was fading quickly and
the deer below us were still too far
away. I decided to quietly pack our
gear away into our packs and we would
bac out of the stand. just rolled over
to move when Cheryl grabbed me on
the leg, I slowly turned around to see
a stag standing right in front of the
stand. slowly li ed my range nder
bloody hell 14m. heryl had already
drawn her bow and was locked in.
rac the shot went o and heryl s
arrow ew o into the clearing below.
eer ran o everywhere.

10
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heryl was shattered but totally
excited as she was pumped with
adrenaline; her arrow had hit the top
of the blind as she thought it was 20m
away. At the end of the day, Cheryl was
extremely excited over what had been
a mad a ernoon to see that many
sambar deer out feeding in one area
at close range was unbelievable and
to be that close to securing your rst
sambar was something else.
he next two days was a little
quieter as the weather turned for the
worse and the temperature dropped
and the rain settled in the forecast
for our last day was possible snow so
with that we decided to pack up and
head out of the mountains, not good
weather for sand gropers.
We had the best trip together, four
seasons in one week, venison packed
in the fridge and another sambar on
the wall. Our tally of sambar deer
seen was 30 over seven days, which
is amazing considering we had three
out of the seven days with gale-force
winds and we didn’t see a deer during
that time.
he big stag that silhouetted himself
on the fence line will be embedded
deep into my memories and will keep
me and now Cheryl coming back to
these magni cent mountains chasing
that one-o trophy.
The bowshot sambar deer numbers
taken from Timberline Self-Guided
Sambar Hunts is proving this bowonly property to be one of the best in
Australia to maximise your chances of
shooting a sambar eer.
To hunt a unique part of Australia
and to meet one of the most interesting
bushman with great knowledge of
sambar deer and love for the bush
contact ussell on 042 01 2 or
visit Timberline Self-Guided Sambar
Hunts online.
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PROTOCOL
lease note that National
cers are not to be
contacted with uestions that should go through
your club. he protocol is ember spea s to relevant club o cer. f the club o cer cannot answer
the uery the o cer passes it to the ranch representative who then contacts the relevant National
cer if re uired.
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V N
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V N
N N
ar urrows
03
2 2390
V N F
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Amanda inner
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A
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A
roy orris
041 949 42
NATIONAL SCORE RECORDER
Alan Avent
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ASSISTANT NATIONAL SCORE RECORDER
ally-Ann c rigor
0402 0 4
NA NA
N A N FF
ruce elleher
042
34
N
A N
ay organ
03 9 43 9
DIRECTOR OF COACHING
om ornell
02
21 4
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BRANCH CONTACTS
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ippsland Victoria
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outh Australia
estern Australia
asmania see Victoria
rophy owhunters of Australia

hris lar
A A
ce
am elmrich
rett illaton
eter tubbs
od oad
im pie
endy allagher
rett aymond
en Neil
alph oden

041 40
0 32 39
04 121 2 4
04 4 322 9
02
43 1 9
041 9 31
041 1 0 4
0429 9 9 402
041 10 9
041 92
2
02 4392
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BOWHUNTING
DIVISION REPORT
by ar urrows
Vice- resident owhunting ivision

oaching
ecently
was contacted
by a Victorian oastal property
owner concerned with poachers
using bows on his property.
his person has collected a vast
number of arrows obviously lost
in the process of illegal hunting
on his property. e has also found
several animals that had been
dispatched and either not found

or with their antlers removed.
As an Association the A A
abhors this practice but we are
a voluntary-based organisation
both in the running of the A A
and the compulsion to join the
Association. here is therefore
little we can do directly about
this type of practice unless the
perpetrators are caught and

prove to be members of the A A.
his type of activity goes directly
against our ode of thics and has
the ability to a ect all bowhunters
who are going about their sport
legitimately. t is therefore up to us
as individuals to either have a word
to those who are doing this type
of thing if they re your supposed
mates or dob them in. t only ta es
a small group in any environment to
stu things up for the majority.

A
owhunting echnical
ommittee and A meeting
As is our usual practice the full
minutes of this meeting will be
forwarded to all ranch ontrollers
and Field
epresentatives for
distribution. An overview will be in
the national minutes from the A
so everyone will have the opportunity
to read what was discussed and
voted on at that meeting. hat said
would still li e to cover some of the
major points here.
As a reminder the owhunting
echnical
ommittee is made
up of all the associated hunting

departments which include national
representatives from the easurers
and
A ranch departments
along with all the ranch Field
epresentatives and any
o cers
who are available to attend. o any
decisions are made with a great
cross-section of your representatives
and with the best interests of our
members in mind.
For only the second time in
the past 2 years was not at this
A
. was still in outh Africa a er
competing in the 201
orld Field
Archery hampionships.
owever
the meeting was ably overseen by
alph oden
A hairman and roy
orris Assistant National easurer.

eer measuring
From the National
easurers
ourse in ay 201 we discussed
and agreed to a proposal to alter the
fallow deer
rule to determine
the start of the palm length without
points measurement.
he new
process will ma e it much easier and
uic er to ac uire the start point
of palm length.
he new system
was compared directly with the old

Summary of

system over many heads and they
compare very favourably with each
other in coming up with the same
start point.
alm length will be de ned by
using the new 1 rule to de ne the
starting point of the length of palm
measurement without points. he
beginning point for this measurement
is determined by ta ing the
narrowest width measurement of the
beam above the trez tine using the
calliper. he calliper is then opened
1 of an inch wider than the beam
width measurement. he calliper is
then placed bac over the beam and
moved up the beam until the calliper
stops. ar the beam in the middle
this is the starting point of the length
of the palm without points.

and

review

From the National re-accreditation
owhunting ducation training held
in ay 201 it was agreed by all
s that the owhunting ducation
anual needs to be updated to
meet today s re uirements. t is the
plan to have the manual available in
electronic format and the
test

Ladies Best of Species

Australian Bowshot Records
Species

Holder

Australian
Record

Record
Class

Trophy
Class

oar
oat
u alo
amel
Fox
at
ed eer
Fallow eer
hital eer
og eer
ambar eer
usa eer
har
FF
har F
tingray FF
tingray F

ichael acre
James Finlay
John opes
imberley Nicholas
raeme u
im itt- ancaster
an mith
arryl ulger
an mith
tephen illey
ean cott
Jay Janssen
arry Feeney
John Van en euvel
arry Feeney
leewyn utson

3 2
1 12
10 2
32 1
11
1
31 3
2 4
204
111
203
23
3 2
1
11 3
14 3

29
110
4
29
10 2 1
10 1
200
190
1 0
0
1 2
1 0
20
41 4
4
11 4

2
9
0
2
93 1
1
1 0
140
140
1 0
1
1
10

oar

ristan ell

34 4 pt

201

oat

atherine Agale

12 1 pt

2010

u alo

hristie isani

amel

hristie isani

30

elen u

10 14 1 pt

201

12 1 pt

19 4

Fox
at

orna op ins

ed eer

hristie isani

Fallow eer

argaret owin

4 pt

2

1 pt

3 pt

1 0

pt

201
2014

2014
199

hital eer

eny mith

1 9 3 pt

2010

og eer

lizabeth roctor

11pt

201

ambar eer

Nil

usa eer

mma Johnson

19

har

ynda Fell

2 4 pt

har

FF
F

tingray
tingray F

FF

pt

ynda Fell

23

arolyn undle

9

pt

leewyn utson

14 3 pt

pt

201
201
2000
19
19
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set up as an e-learning program. ur
bowhunting policies guidelines and
rules will also be updated to give 100
per cent clarity.

GAME
CLAIMED

owhunter activities
t was noted that the owhunter
of the ear award does not seem to
be given the prestige it deserves.
his award too over from the
Australian hampion owhunter and
in the process seems to have been
le behind. everal options will be
loo ed at to further the promotion of
this award.
he biennial A uster is due to
be held again in 2019. he enegade
club in pswich will be hosting this
event and we hope to have more
information for you in the next
issue of Archery Action. reliminary
information is included in this
magazine on age .

changes
A review of our game records
and measurements was done in
201 where we changed six species
or
measurements. ver the
past month
roy has reviewed
our current game records and
percentage factors. From our data
the gures are showing the changes
made are positive and trac ing
in the right direction.
owever
the review did expose species
that are misaligned with
or
percentages particularly shar and
stingray. ith the shar
FF only 3
per cent of all shar s recorded have
reached
in the past decade there
have only been three
recorded .
t was therefore decided to lower
the
measurement for shar to
20pt this would ma e achieving
possible but from our total data still
a hard target.
For stingray FF only 1 per cent
of
have ever been recorded
two claims in 10 years. his is totally
unrealistic. t was decided to lower
14
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nch unter
an mith
avid rewer
avid rewer
odney agnall
ebecca arby
rad eagrott
iaan rause
ary ander
cott eadows
cott eadows
cott eadows
cott eadows
cott eadows
cott eadows
cott eadows
cott eadows
en reland
raeme u
elen u
illan ardner
F an odubins i
F an odubins i
arc urtis
arc urtis
Joshua osati
Anthony At inson
Anthony At inson
Anthony At inson
yler At inson
John cott
John cott
John cott
John cott
John cott
John cott
John cott
John cott
John cott
John cott

and upward and or
First ill pecies

lub

ame

ownsville owhunters
merald Archery lub
merald Archery lub
ndependent
axon Archery lub
ndependent
enegade owmen
entral oast oonterra
obar owmen
obar owmen
obar owmen
obar owmen
obar owmen
obar owmen
obar owmen
obar owmen
Namoi Valley Archers
Northern ableland Archers
Northern ableland Archers
apphire ity Archers
ndependent
ndependent
acalister rophy owhunter
acalister rophy owhunter
acchus arsh owmen
allarat owhunters
allarat owhunters
allarat owhunters
allarat owhunters
rea
ay Field Archers
rea
ay Field Archers
rea
ay Field Archers
rea
ay Field Archers
rea
ay Field Archers
rea
ay Field Archers
rea
ay Field Archers
rea
ay Field Archers
rea
ay Field Archers
rea
ay Field Archers

the
to 4 pt which is a possible
target but still low percentage from
our total data ta en.
ambar and rusa deer were
also loo ed at but it was decided to
leave these for 12 months to enable
further study.

usa
oat
oat
oat
oat
oat
at
ig
ig
oat
oat
oat
oat
oat
oat
oat
oat
oat
Fox
ig
at
oat
Fallow
hital
Fox
Fox
ig
oat
Fox
oat
usa
Fallow
amel
amel
amel
amel
Fox
at
at

Award

F F

ize
22
10
10
102
11 3
9 4

A

F

A

F
F

F F
A

F

0
29 2
2
110
100
114
10
10
10
10
10 2
9 2
99 1
1
12 1
99 4
202
14 4
10 2 1
99 1
0
9
91 1
100 2
1 2
21 3
2
2 41
2
1
30 11 1
9 1
11 1
12 1

o nish o
would li e to wish
all our members the very best for the
new year in whatever you may be
doing. eep those broadheads sharp
get out for a hunt and when you do
ta e animals remember to eep
sending those claims in.

Gary Lander RC pig 29 2/8pt.
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2 21
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13 2
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Doug Bourman, rusa.
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Bowhunting
achievements
to 21 November 201

Master Bowhunter
raeme u
elen u
u e ebb
yler At inson
avid uxford
John cott
u e ampson

00
0
30
4 0
390
340
330

Trophy Bowhunter Award
radley eagrott
2 0
Joshua alsley
240
an odubins i
210
oby all
200
Bowhunter Award
raham tto
onald oor
Anthony At inson
Jason esni
aniel Ferguson
ary ander
avid ethus
arc urtis
lissa osemond
avid rewer
ade ygrave
enjamin reland
renton itchell
heo Vanderburg

1 0
1 0
140
140
130
130
130
120
120
110
110
110
100
100

Bowhunter Royale
Nil further since last report
Bowhunter Imperial
Nil further since last report
Bowhunter Supreme
u e ebb
Royale Ishi
roy orris
Senior Member of TBA
Nil further since last report
Members Admi ed to TBA
Club (membership granted
a er taking rst Troph Class or
be er animal)
odney agnall
ebecca arby
Joshua osati
avid ampel
1
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Introducing

NEW TBA MEMBER
Rebecca Darby

Where do you live?

axons Archery lub. m also in ervey
ay Archers for F A.

ompound. hen competed in
the ommonwealth ames 2010 in
elhi
used a athews restige.
have an lite 3 for target and hunt
with a
NA. ve also just started
with a recurve. Now that s challenging

How long have you been an ABA
member?

Has this encouraged you to do more
hunting?

hirty-one years.
member when was six

ell when we went out west to
hunt goats in ctober was trying
to get a rophy lass so was pretty
happy with my . d li e to do more
hunting. t s just a case of nding the
time and the properties to hunt on. t s
a bit hard unless you now people who
have properties.

aryborough

ueensland.

What club do you belong to?

became a

How long have you been bowhunting?
grew up in an archery family. t
was ad who got me into bowhunting.
used to hunt as a teenager in nverell
N
but hadn t done any hunting
for about 20 years. Now my partner
and hunt. shot two game goats out
at harleville a er the A A Nationals
there and shot a small pig last
hristmas at nverell.
How often do you get to go hunting?
Not o en enough e had a wee
a er the A A Nationals in Alice prings
this year then managed to s ueeze
in another wee end in ctober. And
over hristmas bac home in nverell
there ll be a chance to go hunting
hopefully with raeme and elen
u . would say would be luc y to
get out three or four times a year to
hunt.
What equipment do you use
(compound/recurve/longbow)?

Do you have any hunting goals that
you would like to achieve/bowhunter
awards etc?
es. d love to aim for some of the
awards. And short term m hoping for
a fox over the hristmas holidays
Did you know much about TBA before
this?
really didn t now much about
A until started hunting again in
the past couple of years. y partner is
already in A.
The TBA Committee congratulates you
on your achievement, Bec.

At an undisclosed address on a property somewhere out itchell way on
the edge of ueensland s outbac
ebecca arby was si ng in a blind near a
waterhole on a sweltering hot day during ueensland s ctober long wee end.

Rebecca Darby, RC goat 115 3/8pt.

“

e d seen a heap of goats go out that morning but we got there too late
and they d been and gone. t was very hot and very dry so we had to pic our
moments and waiting at the waterholes seemed the best plan even though it
was boring to just sit and wait. e had a blind set up because there was no cover
out there.
e had a couple of little mobs come in but nothing decent. hen this big
fellow wandered in by himself. e was very stand-o sh and there was no chance
for a shot. ut eventually another billy and he came in not all that long before
dus . t was my partner s turn but he missed and his misfortune was my chance.
o it will be me pu ng the mounted horns on the wall
hen was a id had a few goes at shooting foxes and goats. Foxes are a
massive adrenaline rush. hey come in at a million miles an hour and they might
come to 10m m or sit right at your feet. can t wait for our hristmas hunt to
try for some nverell foxes.

”
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Paul Jurskis
Memorial Shoot

Paul Jurskis … a shoot was held in his memory.

n unday ctober 2 members of ve local archery
clubs came together to shoot in memory of an archery
comrade.
Paul Jurskis was a dedicated member of Boolaroo
Bowmen, and it was our club that decided to host the
event. e passed away earlier in ctober a er ghting a
determined battle against cancer.
Paul came to archery only a few years ago, and in that
time proved himself to be a talented and natural archer
with a willingness to learn and try out any new compound
bow that came his way. He also helped out extensively
at our range and was responsible for reclaiming and
regenerating a lot of the bushland and sought assistance
from andcare with advice on replanting of native species
and the removal of noxious and invasive ora. is e orts
will be seen for many years to come by all who shoot at our
range in Fassifern. In the past year Paul also took on the role
of club treasurer.
18
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Paul’s love of archery, and the local archery community,
is proven by his joining, and helping out, at nearly every club
in the area. It came as no surprise to anyone that, amongst
the 62 archers present on the day of the memorial shoot
were members of Hunter Bowmen, Cessnock Archers, Lake
Macquarie Field Archers, Westlakes Archers and of course,
Boolaroo Bowmen.
The event held was a 3D ABA style three-arrow morning
round and single-arrow a ernoon round. he course
was designed to be challenging and fun. Despite some
intermittent light drizzle the day proved to be hugely
popular with lots of laughs and bemoaning of misreading
distances. All shooting styles were catered for ranging from
compound to lympic recurve and traditional longbow.
Boolaroo Bowmen decided that part of the proceeds
from the day should be donated to cancer research, so
there was a novelty card shoot as well. With the generous
support of those present, just over $800 was raised for this
worthy cause.
As sad as it is to see one of our own leave us, it is
gratifying to now that a shared love of archery is capable
of bringing so many together.
tephen eusz
Secretary, Boolaroo Bowmen Inc

hooters came rom ve
archery clubs to honour the
life of Paul Jurskis.
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Vale

Jack Rice
29 June 1948-24 September 2017

The Jack Rice Memorial Shoot was
held on Saturday, October 6, hosted by
Gleneagle Field Archers in Bedfordale,
WA.
wenty shooters participated in
the event shooting at A A blac -andwhite target faces. It was presented as
a traditional shoot for longbows and
recurves, and many shooters chose to use
wooden arrows. rophies and prizes were
donated by various sponsors, including
Molinjer Archery, Claremont Firearms and
BCF and were well received.
We were honoured to have Jack’s
daughter elly ice participate in the
shoot.
Kelly brought down Jack’s wellremembered and prized shooting jac et.
Looking at the jacket was a walk down
memory lane, adorned as it was with
embroidered club badges both back and
front. The badges and pins were collected
by Jack from every club and from shoots
that Jac had attended throughout his
career. e participated in just about every
club and event over the years.
A er the shoot we sat down and
reminisced with Kelly and each other
about Jac and the good times and the
memories. Jack was usually one of
the rst to get to a country A A shoot
wee end staying the Friday night se ng
up his tent ge ng ready for the next day.
For those who knew Jack, it was no
surprise that he was driving down to the
weekend shoot in Bunbury on the Friday
night that he had his car accident, just
down the road from South West Bowmen.
We miss you, Jack.

Ilse Gosper
Secretary, Gleneagle Field Archers Inc

ARCHERY ACTION

elly ice with her Dad s ri ed ossession a vest carrying
many embroidered club badges He also collected ins or
his hat.

ranch s inaugural nancial assistance for a cub or junior
attending a national or international event
2018 Recipient Joshua Ford
Joshua Ford was the recipient of a
$200 cheque, presented at the Branch
meeting held during the FAA ndoor
Branch Titles at Inverell (November
3 and 4, 2018). The Branch’s gesture
helped o set travel costs in attending
the World Field Archery Championships
(WFAC) 2018 held at Potchefstroom,
South Africa.
Josh being a minor, I (Mum Cherylanne) accompanied him as a support
parent to WFAC where, with other
members of the Australian team, he
competed with 410 archers from 25 other
nations. Josh formed several friendships
at his rst overseas competition and
competed secure in the knowledge he
was backed not only by his ABA Branch
but also his club, Boolaroo Bowmen.
He came home with a gold medal in
his division which now sits beside his
National oys hampion itle.
e both had a great time with Josh
able to renew friendships and catch up
with archers he had shot with at WFAC
2016 held at Wagga Wagga. Touching
down In Sydney on October 15 with
a large component of the Australian
team all tired and jet-lagged a er
our 13. hour ight we landed full of
appreciation as to just how luc y we are
to call Australia home.
As parents we wish to congratulate
A A ranch on this inaugural initiative
in providing to en nancial support
to a cub/junior's family towards their
travel costs in attending a national
international archery event.
hilst
the money was appreciated, the
backing and support Josh received
from his fellow Branch members was
immeasurable and meant each day's
competition was shot with pride.
Proud parents
Cherylanne Bailey and Kerry Ford

resentation o the che ue rom Branch

Josh with his medal
from WFAC.
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The year
DAVID BREWER

Unfortunately the hunting year finished a little early for me in 2018, and as I sit thinking about my time in
the bush it would be fair to say it was quite an extraordinary year. Just with goats alone, it was a season to
remember. I’ve been chasing big stinkers for well over two decades since a good mate first introduced me to his
obsession. I have taken some great goats over the years but that Record Class goat has always eluded me. As
for the dream that the great man Nick Harvey introduced me to, claiming that a 40-inch goat is the mark of a
trophy for a rifle hunter, surely a 40-inch is exceptional for a bowhunter! This year we hit that mark.

22
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the records fell

J

anuary has become a bit of a goat tradition and one
of my favourite hunting getaways. his year with a
group of close mates and a son in tow, I headed south
to try to nd some big stin ers.
A er a long dull drive we arrived at our temporary
home around mid-a ernoon.
uic ly introduced my
hunting mates to the property owner then we dropped
our it grabbed our bows and headed o to give the boys
a uic orientation of the property so we would be ready

to get an early start the next morning.
ve been hunting this property for over a decade now
and some big billies have come o it during that time but
never a Record Class. Nick changed that on day one, a big
white billy coming in to water and a great shot that saw
the rst ecord lass for the year hit the dec . And what
a goat he was—39in and over 126pt. Things were shaping
up well as this billy wasn’t even the biggest Nick had seen
that day and the story of the one that got away was what
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ic too this big white billy on the rst day o hunting
sent us to bed with pleasant dreams of what was to come
in the days ahead.
The coming days saw both Rob and Sam take some
great billies of their own, both Trophy Class. This was
Sam’s entry into TBA—well deserved! Rob managed
to get himself a wild ram as well, which had him doing
cartwheels around camp. Meanwhile, my son Mitchell
his nic name s eorge had been ge ng amongst the
billies as well but—try as we might—just couldn’t get the
job done. very day multiple times a day we had chances
at some of the biggest goats I had ever seen, but luck
just didn t fall our way. itchell only 13 was shooting
under 50lb, which meant we needed to push our luck a
little closer than the other boys needed to get. uring
one of our nature wal s following a mob of about a dozen
bachelor billies saw what now hauntingly is the biggest
billy I have ever seen, bedded down not 30yd away under
some mulga. We had followed these billies and they had
led us right up to this monster. This guy had to be well
over 40 inches and heavy he matched Nic s description
perfectly. Sorry George, this one’s mine! I reached around
for my bow, my bow … George, grab my bow for me, I
am s entry into TBA is assured with this Tro hy Class goat
24
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can’t reach it! Dad, you don’t have your bow! I had been
trying so hard to get a trophy goat for itchell had le
my own bow in the ute. his was a once-in-a-lifetime
goat so planting itchell under a tree headed bac the
2km to the ute for my bow and back again as quickly as I

A new household record in the Brewer amily
could. Alas while was ge ng bac to itchell the billy
had moved o . e trac ed the bachelors hoping he had
stayed with the mob. e found them but we didn t nd
the monster with them. I guess you don’t get that big by
being stupid. Mitchell put a good stalk on the remaining
goats but unluckily he couldn’t get that clean shot.
he last day came around fast and itchell was still
goatless, so we headed to water to sit like we had other
days and hoped for a change of luck. The day before we
had goats under 10yd but too close to get a shot away.
Well, our luck had changed—here came a mob of goats,
billies in the lead, and they would walk past at under

20yd. his time surely
verything went to plan right
up until the shot. t was not itchell s nest moment and
it hit him hard the poor little fella as he watched the
mob of goats run o in a cloud of dust. e new it was
the last day and we were the only ones who hadn’t been
fortunate enough to get a goat on the ground.
Turning around, my heart skipped. Here was a big
goat on his own, coming over the dam wall. In and out he
came, only in view for a couple of minutes. It’s no wonder
these big goats are hard to nd. nless you re there at
exactly the right place and the right time you would
never even know they were there. This billy was coming
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home with us. We trailed him into the scrub and slowly
and carefully moved in to under 10yd. Mitchell wrote his
own story on this goat so if you’re a regular reader of the
magazine you now the story the punchline ends with
a smile and a new household record and my 13-year-old
outdoing ad s 20 years of goat hunting. Arriving bac at
camp, Mitchell took great delight in telling all that he got
a goat but it wasn’t forty inches—it was forty one! There
was a few “Yeah right” moments before he presented the
head for all to see. igh ves fast and furious. t was a
proud Dad moment and the second ever Record Class to
come o this bloc .
That night as I sat back and relived the week of near
misses got the need to try one last time and nd a goat
for myself. eaving itchell in bed asleep headed o to
that same dam at daylight. Some good goats came and
went but not the big white billy we had seen earlier in
the wee . ith time against me prepared to head for
camp. Just as I was standing, a good billy came up and
over the wall and down to the water. He wasn’t 40, that

was for sure, but he had plenty of curl. Broadside, 50m or
so: I can do that, I was thinking. The shot made, he turned
and ran up the wall. I dropped down and skirted the dam
to follow him up. guess should have watched a little
longer because he never even made it out of the dam.
Photos taken, I headed back with what turned out to be
my best ever goat and my rst ecord lass at 11 pt.
It was a great trip, with three records in the bag.
June saw Mitchell and me back again, that big white
billy rmly in my mind. e too some good goats but no
sign of the big boys from earlier in the year. That’s the only
trouble with goats, they move around and with the meat
mar et so strong they get mustered up pretty uic ly
unfortunately. till plenty of pigs and some trophy class
goats made for a good father-and-son trip.
Then started the phone calls, “Dave, I want to shoot
some big goats.” “Bec’s on the phone, she and Mouse
want to go for a trip on the October long weekend.” So,
let me get this straight: You want to drive 12 hours, hunt
for two days and drive 12 hours home again
ay

Dave s rst ecord Class billy
26
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oats on the move Bec said she d never seen so many billies be ore visiting this ro erty
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DT

T Hey Dave thought this story was about goats

Arriving in the dark, we set a blind on a likely hot
spot. It was as dry as I’d ever seen and there wasn’t a lot
of water about so with Bec and Mouse only having two
days we had to ma e the most of it. n the rst morning
the goats beat us to the water. Bec said it was the most
billies she had ever seen and there were some absolute
crac ers among them. e le the goats alone with the
plan to beat them to the water the next morning. We
headed to another location. ec and ouse had some
adventures that day but no joy, so the next morning had
us up at 4am to be in the hide before sun-up. No goats
came that morning but they had to be about so Bec and
ouse stayed in the blind that a ernoon as well.
he a ernoon saw a billy march in to water. ouse s
shot, Mouse’s miss, Bec’s opportunity: Shot taken and
billy down (see photo and Bec’s story on Page 16). Not

28
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a bad way to enter the TBA Club with a 115in Record
Class and the fourth for the year on this block. Job done,
Mouse and Bec headed for home, leaving Mitchell and
me on our own for a few more days.
Watching goats come and go, we hadn’t seen one
that either of us wanted to ta e until right o in the
distance noticed a big white goat
I pointed him out to Mitchell and he watched him for
a while through the binos before declaring, “Dad, he’s
a 40: You can shoot him if he comes in.” Well, thanks
George. That billy bedded and watched the water for
over an hour. oats came and went and he continued to
watch from the safety of the timberline right up until he
disappeared. I didn’t see him rise so had no idea which
way he even went and confusion reigned supreme.
hould wait should go loo for him what should do

I waited, and half an hour later he appeared about 100yd
away, again he waited and watched. It took another half
an hour before he came in to the water and when he
came it was fast and to the far side of the dam without
a shot on o er. his wasn t the big goat from earlier in
the year but he was still a crac er and had me out the
back of the blind, running around the edge of the dam,
a superman swan dive under a fence, a sprint to the top
of the dam wall draw range and re as he was moving
away. The shot wasn’t my greatest but was enough to
pull him up on the edge of the treeline and stand in the
shade. sing a crude form of hand signals and charades
I had Mitchell bringing my pack and the slow stalk began
to close the gap over open country. eeping what little
cover there was between the billy and us, I managed to
get the gap closed to under 30yd and nish the job on a

new
39in spread 11 in billy ma ing ve ecord lass
billies for the year.
What a year 2018 was for goats—a year long to be
remembered as the rst time achieved my own records
witnessed some great mates take their own PBs, landed
the magic 40-inch mark and came face to face with a true
goat of a lifetime. hat s plenty to remember until January
comes around and we chase those records again.

The writer of this story
wins a threepack of
TUSKER SPIRIT
broadheads

Dave s new B
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Around
THE TRADS
o receive trad shoot information direct email a re uest to
swallace wallacetradwoods.com

* t was unfortunate that there
wasn t more advance noti cation
for the date for anning Valley rad
hoot in eptember. onse uently
the numbers were lower than
expected which was perhaps a little
disheartening for the club. till
the club s Faceboo page indicates
everyone was having a great wee end.
e shall eep our ngers crossed for
the club to hold a trad shoot this year.
* hen we arrived at hevallan
Archery ar for the eptember 29-30
shoot there were already uite a few
campers who had come to enjoy the
area and one travelling archery couple
having visited eppoon and were
pic ing up the trad shoots on their way
bac to ithgow in New outh ales.
A er se ng up a couple of targets
and chec ing the layout of the course
a few of us went over to the practice
butts to have a shot. he wind had
come up and our arrows were ying a
little sideways toward to the targets.
As we collected our arrows we realised
we were being watched by uite a lot
of the campers so invited them to wal
around and watch some of the events
the following day.
A er dinner we sat around the re
30
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enjoying a few nightcaps while the s y
around us ept lighting up and storms
grumbled in the distance.
aturday dawned with a medium
dense fog it was going to be a ne
day for archery. hen we went o
a er muster the day it wasn t too hot
however it was windy. For this wee end
we decided to go around in a rather
large group and we also had a cub with
us so at the clout range there was a
staggered layout of shooting positions.
e let the young fellow shoot and
moved him up a little each time until
he was ge ng his arrows in the circle.
hooting bac the other way was just
as tric y as we were wind assisted and
some shots went a bit too far.
nce we had nished the clout
we went to the rolling discs and met
up with the campers then we did the
30-second speed round followed by
the popinjay. hooting u- u arrows
s yward and into a head wind ma es
hi ng owls-on-high very interesting
indeed
explained the di erent
events to the campers as we were
doing them and they were all uite
een to follow us around the course.
We headed down to do the
eld course. For this trad shoot the
0-second hunt round had been

Sue Wallace

inserted where argets 2 to 4 were
o en found. he targets had been set
in place as a wal -through with three
plates targets on the le of the path
and three on the right and you could
either shoot all the targets on the le
going down then all the targets on the
right coming bac then continue until
the time was up or you could zigzag
your way from one side to the other
through the course.
he rest of the course included
a javelina in front of a log under a
canopy of lantana a crocodile heading
up an emban ment and a small
baboon in the remains of a very large
tree trun both in areas we had not
shot before which was brilliant.
A er a short brea it was time to
grab the u us and head down to the
lolly popinjay which was also close
to where our audience was camped
so they enjoyed the event from the
comfort of their camp chairs.
For this event you shoot at hinged
round targets that fall down when hit.
here were nine of us in the group
and ve of us had hit three of the
targets so were on the same score as
written on the scoresheets. o ma e
it interesting thought it would be
good if we have a little shoot-o to get

Chevallan clout.

the winner of our group just for this
event. o the ve of us shot one arrow
only and we all made it through to the
next round so another arrow each
and then there were three. A further
round and then there were two
another round and there was one. he
winner then too another shot just
because he could and yes if you re
wondering he did hit the mar
e wal ed down to do the moving
target then wandered across to the
eld course.
A er dinner we lit the re and sat
around it solving all the problems of
the world.
unday was loo ing rather overcast
as we all headed o . id we ta e
brollies with us
f course not
e
were joined by a few more of the local
archers so they formed their own
group and went around.
wo of us in our big group had
shot recurves the day before and were
shooting longbows this time. e were
surprised to nd the scores were only
a little di erent between the two
bows.
t started raining later in the
morning. ne group was down at the
tea tent and our group which was now
bigger than yesterday with the arrival
of two more archers found ourselves
playing games under a very large tree
down the bottom. here was one

Chevallan Sunday rain tree.

person holding many bows while two
of us went and scored the four targets
we had all just shot in the drizzle.
nce the drizzle eased we carried
on to nish the course and headed
bac to camp. At this shoot the ylie
ousins ncouragement Award was
presented to a lady archer whose score
had improved since our last shoot.
* he following was sent to me
by one of the regular club members
unter Valley raditional Archers were
blessed with glorious weather for their
Andrew piechowicz emorial hoot
held on the ctober long wee end.
Ninety-nine of the 1 0 people present
nominated to participate in the shoot
as competitors.

Archers at Manning.

New range captain eith and
his helpers set up three ranges that
were spread out over the varied and
beautiful area that is V A. ach
one-arrow range consisted of 10 3
targets set up to give archers a feel for
hunting hence no butts.
coring novelties included the
speed round hunt round running
pig bow bird and rolling disc. he
unusual set-up of the hunt round saw
archers moving in a large oval giving
e ual advantage to both le and right
handers. he axe and nife was also
very popular on aturday a ernoon.
he wonderful part of this shoot
is the overwhelming generosity of the
archers. All pro ts raised each year go
directly to small charities. he 201
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HVTA group

year raised
00 towards
ums
ottage. his charity helps young
families needing somewhere to turn
for support.
arly aturday evening was a
time for memories and re ection as
everyone gathered for a drin loo ing
down over Andy pec s favourite
spot. here were tears owing as
Nic intern spo e of three wonderful
V A archer friends who sadly were
no longer with us pecs Andy Firth
and ri Neilson. ri lost his battle
with cancer just a wee and a half
before this year s shoot. Friendship
arrows were swapped and fol slowly
made their way bac for the evening s
generous ba ed dinner.
n unday there was time for
course completion and owball s
pinning eer and Archery o er.
t was all good fun and a great time
for people to catch up and chat.
ue s head shave along with ra es
including a new longbow donated by
Norseman raised valuable money
for ums ottage. he presentation
ac nowledged the most s illed
archers.
ositive visitor comments included
observation of the fantastic family
atmosphere that is found at V A. he
number of three-generation campsites
is increasing and it is lovely to watch
the older fol passing their nowledge
to the young ones. here were many
children teenagers and the odd dog or
two having a great time.
32
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Hogs Hollow at Tenter eld

V A loo s forward to seeing
everyone again at their 20th
Anniversary athering on the June
long wee end and another charity
shoot during the
ctober long
wee end.
V A will host the Andy Firth emorial rad hoot on arch 30 and 31.
*
ere is a story on the AA
National uster held at enter eld on
the wee end of ctober and 9 as
sent to me by one of the participants.
he town of enter eld was the
home of the second AA National
uster. he enter eld Archery lub
is a new club that has earned the
support of the community. arian and
ob together with a strong band of
club members have wor ed miracles
to get the club ready to host such a
large event.
he club was o cially opened
early on the aturday morning with
both the local ayor and ember of
arliament present to perform ribbon
cu ng duties.
AA members set up a range of 20
3 targets to challenge the 0-plus
archers present. he granite roc s
trees and various other objects acting
as bac stops ensured the archer
focussed on hi ng the target. issing
usually meant a bro en arrow.
n aturday archers shot three
arrows at each target. Adults shot
these from three di erent wal -up
pegs. n unday only one arrow was

Sunshine Coast shot.

allowed at each target.
he novelties were the 30-second
speed round 0-second hunt round
running deer and rolling discs.
unday a ernoon archers gathered
around
ogs
ollow a hollow
inhabited by eight piggy 3 targets.
he perpetual trophy for this hilarious
event honours leve hre
ood the
instigator behind this novelty. hre
sadly passed away earlier this year.
eing one of archery s more colourful
characters he decided that archers
who were not hec led when trying to
shoot the pigs would be dis uali ed.
Archers who did not move continually
between two pegs placed a few metres
apart would also be dis uali ed. ach
archer had 0 seconds to build their
score. veryone had a great laugh.
Other events were the axe and
nife throwing and arrow ma ing
competitions. he introduction of
archery cra smanship to this event
ensures that the s ills behind shooting
arrows are recognised.
he enter eld lub and AA
organised camping at the showground
a free bus ride to and from the range
and the showground dinner on the
aturday evening and plenty of food
and refreshments throughout the day.
This was a great shoot and a credit
to all those involved.
*
he s y was overcast as we
headed south for the o s arbour
lub s annual rad hoot for the

The smug warthog and vinyl target.

wee end of ctober 13 and 14 and
we already new from the weather
report that rain was expected over the
wee end. n such a case one will still
go and support the club as they always
put on a good shoot while eeping
your ngers crossed that it wouldn t
be too wet. n hursday evening
there were 10 who had set up camp
and Friday saw uite a few more
campers arriving. here had been a
few light showers and we d managed
to all stay dry all day. ne of our trad
characters set his camp up with the
native magnolia branch si ng under
his awning and being of eltic origin
had his specially made ag of eltic
Nations ying high.
At aturday morning muster there
were 40 hardy archers gathered at
the club shelter. ome had travelled
from the ildura area in Victoria
others had come from southern N
hellharbour on the outh oast
of N
the unshine oast and
ingaroy in ueensland and a few

A shot through the trees at a bear.

other places as well plus a few locals
and some travellers who were staying
in other accommodation in town.
nce we had received instructions of
the events we set o in our groups to
enjoy the day. At o s arbour they
have two courses of 1 3 targets.
ou shoot one course as a two-arrow
and the other course as a one-arrow
on the rst day then the other way
round on the second day. ur group
did the two-arrow round rst. As we
went around we discovered many and
varied target placements with very
good use of the natural se ngs. any
targets were placed strategically a
bear leaning against a tree with other
trees to shoot through on the way
another target set behind a burntout tree stump with a great gaping
burnt hole in it. nfortunately hit
the lovely pin paint which was on
the stump to highlight the fact it was
there … whoops! Another target was
set behind a couple of vines and one
had a tree branch framing the target

Tumbling marble.

not really in your line-of-sight vision
but some found that their arrows
glanced o the branch down toward
the target. hen we nished this set
of 1 targets there was the running pig
at the end. y now drizzle had started
so we put up our brollies and carried
on to do the 0-second hunter round
which comprised of six pig or javelina
targets set in a line where you wal ed
along a path and shot at the targets
between the huge pine trees.
Then it was onto the second
course this time as a one-arrow
round. his course wound its way
down toward the cree and was a little
wet underfoot. nce again the targets
had been strategically placed and a
couple of us did sacri ce an arrow to
the river gods. hese are retrieved
later by a een canoeing couple. here
were three gamble shots two on one
course and one on the other. t was
interesting to hear when we got bac
to camp that uite a few of the groups
had not realised the large brown el
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at the bac was the gamble shot and
not a lump of earth as they had set
this target up with his head behind the
tree so therefore it was incognito.
At the end of this course we found
the swinging undy bear. his had the
small white bear target cleverly set up
on a pendulum and when a stopper
was released by pulling a rope the
little bear would swing bac wards and
forwards behind the tree and you had
to hit it before it disappeared again.
his was a three-arrow event. ome
arrows found their mar some did
not. han fully none found the cree .
e went bac to camp to have
a bite of lunch and at this time it
started drizzling again so we waited
for it to ease up then went to do the
30-second speed round which had
ve deer set up at various distances
around the pond . nce again they
made good use of the many many
logs that were piled up in this area. All
the deer were standing well above the
logs that doesn t mean we didn t hit
them the logs that is Next was the
stal er round where you were given
two minutes to follow a path which
had pin mar ers along the sides and
nd as many targets as you could. ell
just by coincidence from the rst two
pin mar ers you could actually see
and shoot at a target so some of us
including me jumped to the incorrect
conclusion that must be where the
targets were. rong A er loo ing for
targets at the next two mar ers and

The view from the peg.
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seeing nothing but bushy scrub and
vines scrapped that strategy and just
ept wal ing. he bear was uite an
obvious target si ng out there plain
as day at the end so too a shot and
turned around to wal bac and as it
turns out missed one of the targets
which was a duc just to the side of
the bear. didn t feel so bad when
found out later that was not the only
lazy archer who only wal ed as far as
they thought they needed to.
he nal event of the day was the
tumbling marble. ith the new marble
event you start with your arrow in the
uiver someone drops the marble
the archer removes an arrow from the
uiver then noc s and shoots it before
the marble clun s into the bottom of
the tin a er it had wound its way
down and around a tube taped to a
pole. ou were allowed only one arrow
per marble drop and everyone had
three goes. t wasn t uite as easy as it
sounds with some archers not having
enough time to get the rst arrow
away then trying just a little harder on
the second and third arrows.
eading bac to camp it was
starting to drizzle again than fully
we had nished for the day. A couple
of groups were caught out and didn t
uite nish one of the events.
he o s club has not done an
evening meal for the last couple of
shoots so some of us pooled together
and ordered pizza as we did last year.
ig than s to om for organising the

The actual target.

order and John for being the delivery
driver. ettling in with some beverages
for the evening as the rain tumbled
down around us. As we all went to bed
the rain ept falling and continued all
through the night.
e awo e on unday to discover
many puddles around and we
wondered if they would go ahead for
the day as one course would be very
slippery underfoot and there was the
possibility of the cree engul ng some
targets. A couple of club members
went o to investigate and when they
returned with a few targets we realised
that course was out of action. A er
a uic deliberation is was decided
to cancel the unday shooting. hen
wouldn t you now it the rain started
to ease so uite a few of us too
advantage and pac ed up our camps.
here was a lot more rain forecast at
o s and up and down the east coast.
e le before the presentations
and ra e were done. he weather
aside the o s arbour club has to
be commended on the great courses
they always set up it is well worth
the journey. All in attendance were of
course disappointed with the weather
halting proceedings and will be bac
next year rain or shine. here was also
tal that the shoot may be moved to
another month away from the rainy
season. e are loo ing forward to
next year s event whatever the date.
* As we set out for the unshine
oast owmen raditional not hoot
on unday November 1 we saw a
lot of debris on the side of the road
following the bad storms that blew
through
aturday evening. From
the s ies above you would not have
nown it had even rained however as
we drove toward Nambour there were
a few clouds around. his club is set
up behind the oval of a school ground
and a er signing in you wal along a
pathway to where the clubhouse is.
here were 1 trad archers registered

and ready to set out for the day.
Following a muster we all headed out
to our designated target numbers.
he layout of the club courses deems
it easier to allocate and commence at
the same time. For this shoot there
were two courses of 20 targets with
a mixture of 3 and vinyl targets. At
some targets we found both styles so
gured we should ta e the 3 option.
heir courses are set in a rainforest
and the range captain had done a
sterling job of utilising the foliage of
the cabbage palms which we were
encouraged to shoot through and at
times the entire target was covered.
n the photos below le previous
page] have underlined where the
target placement view is rstly from
the peg then stepped out and have
ta en a photo of the actual target to
give you a better idea .
As we were heading toward Target
4 the s ies opened up so we too
shelter where we could and ept
shooting. he scoresheets were hard
to eep dry and don t believe many if
any had umbrellas. h well everyone
would be in the same boat pardon the
pun . he rain continued to fall for at
least six targets and we were a little
wet and a couple of groups had given
up on scoring while others resorted
to modern technology their phones
and others ept the paper as dry as
possible. y the time we nished the
course we were reasonably dry.
hen we had nished the rst
course which we shot as a two-arrow
round with both scoring as 10 or we
all stopped for a morning tea brea .
here were a couple of people who
had gone home due to the rain and
while we were having a brea a couple
of light showers passed over.
e set out onto the second
course also a two-arrow round
starting at the same target number
as allocated earlier. his course had a
couple of tric y shots one warthog
si ng behind a log with a smug loo

on his face and a vinyl target between
a couple of trees. A crocodile along the
ban was so well disguised we couldn t
nd it until we stepped up onto the
mound where the peg was.
nce this course was complete we
stopped for lunch. ome of the archers
had le a er doing the second course
leaving the chef with a few too many
burgers which he generously gave
away.
here was then the rolling disc and
the noc -down targets which was a
new event and we all had to shoot the
club bows and arrows. As we were all
doing the events at the same time it
did ta e a little longer to get through
them nevertheless a good time was
being had by all.
y the time presentations were
started our numbers had dwindled
a little but it had been a great day
for everyone. e loo forward to the
clubs three trad days planned for this
year.

and will have a lin to the shoot yers
as they become available
hevallan Archery ar
www.chevallanarcherypar .com
for the 2019 roposed raditional
shoot calendar yers information
approved African 3 targets
customised archery medals
raditional Archery Australia
www.traditionalarcheryaustralia.org
hoot nformation
loo forward to seeing you round
the trads in 2019.

* At the time of printing trad shoots
con rmed for February and arch are
hevallan Archery ar February 23 and
24 win ity owmen rad Albury N
arch 1 and 1
ega Valley Archers
Asian xperience arch 1 and 1
Andy Firth emorial at V A Newcastle
N
arch 30 and 31.
*

eports for hevallan Archery
ar November 2 rad ay hristmas
campout will be in the next edition.
For anyone on Faceboo chec out
ravellin ound the rads where you
can read the shoot write-ups and view
more photos.
ou will nd the further information
and available yers for the traditional
shoots on the following websites
zbow www.ozbow.net
raditional Archery vents each
shoot has an individual thread
allace oods
www.wallacetradwoods.com hoot
information proposed 2019 calendar
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top Josh alsley
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fox 10 3 1 pt above right ar
goat 10 2 pt and le
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from top yler At inson s
fox 9 1 1 pt
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Email your game photos
(minimum 1MB in size) to editor@
archeryactionmagazine.com
(Subject: Northern Comp) to be
in the running to receive a sixpack of …

This
issue’s
winners
This
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Daniel Thompson.
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TBA Bowhunter of the Year

Marc Curtis

by JENEL HUNT

“
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Chital on the basalt. I was on a guided hunt up at Toomba. This was my
third or fourth trip on the chital, so I guess you’d say that deer was worth
about $14,000. I’d shot chital hinds but never got a decent shot on a stag
until this one omehow don t thin that animal is my wi e s avourite
That articular time was guided by Dan erguson He ut in the hard
yards too ve shot a cou le now but u until too that stag the chital
was my nightmare deer. They’re just so switched on, so tuned in, and there
are so many eyes. When you get a chital, you’ve earned it. This fellow was
a long shot for me, 50yd, quartering away. Once I’d shot him he’d have
been luc y i he got yd be ore going down That was a ha y moment
or me And or Dan too

”

In 2017, Marc Curtis took measurable animals in seven species and was named the
Australian Bowhunters Association Bowhunter of the Year in 2018. This prestigious
Trophy Bowhunters of Australia Club award is coveted by bowhunters the country
over, but very few ever get the chance to have their name on the trophy.

A

ttaining the highest hunting
accolade of the Australian
owhunters Association the
Australian owhunter of the ear is
something to be proud of for a lifetime.
arc urtis has done it twice.
is year of holding the title for the
second time is coming to a close but
the achievement and the amazing
years of hunting in 2014 and 201 will
probably always hold a special place
in his memory even though he didn t
intentionally set out to win A A s most
sought-a er bowhunting prize.
t is however nice to be noticed
for what you ve done and the trophy
with its bronze bu and ancient
timbers is impressive too
ome of the journey to being A A s
best bowhunter is pure dedication to
the cra . ome of it is being in the right
place at the right time and having a
job that involves serious travel is a
de nite boon.
t s the sort of thing you have to

put a lot of time money and e ort
into to get the di erent species. m
luc y that my wor ta es me away a
lot that helps me get to some of the
places otherwise wouldn t be able to
visit he said.
f m up in the erritory might
be able to organise my time so can
chase bu alo or go bow shing it s a
big advantage.
A pressure welder who wor s on
pipelines and gas plants he travels to
all tates in Australia and his bow
o en goes with him.
love my hunting and ma e the
most of it when m away. f course
it depends where m wor ing but if
can throw in the bow.
arc his wife and two boys
recently moved to a farm halfway
between amworth and Armidale
in regional New outh ales. arc
is still nding his feet as far as clubs
are concerned so is still a member of
acalister rophy owhunters where

tro

he has been a member since his youth.
did my pro ciency owhunting
ro ciency erti cate under avid
uxford when was young. ac then
would tag along with my older brother
uy. roy orris was there too. e
were luc y because that was the era
of old school fellows li e avid ar
urrows
al homas and even ill
a er for a while. acalister rophy
owhunters was made up of 9 per
cent hunters in those days.
anging around those fellows
at an early age meant hunting was a
natural thing to tal about.
Now pushing 40 himself arc said
his a tude to hunting had changed.
ac in the day wanted to get
animals on the ground. Now it s about
nding the right one. hat has de nitely
changed as ve got older. love being
outside in the bush and particularly in
some of those remote places where
you don t now what you re going to
nd. ut m more pic y now. don t
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point and shoot unless m going to eat
it or do something with it. get a huge
amount of pleasure from trips where
never even loose an arrow but ve got
some crac ing live animal photos to
show for my time. hat s exciting too.
arc said his hunting style very
much depended on the territory. f

“
40
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he was in a hot dry place li e our e
or obar he would do hide hunting
and wait for animals to come in to a
waterhole. n the mountains it was a
whole di erent story.
Although
rec on ve slowed
down a bit. laces li e granite country
are torture on your body. m sure

used to run up those hills in my 20s
is favourite animal he had to
thin for a bit was probably the old
billy especially in the wild terrain of
gorge country where the hunter s
physical ability was tested along with
his hunting s ills.
Forty-inch billies don t grow on

he fox t was belting down rain. was at a favourite little spot at ongford down near ale about two-and-a-half hours drive from elbourne.
t was bac when was living there and this little spot was not far from
home. his day was there the last half hour before dar and had a uic
whistle. got him from about yd. was bac ed up to a big old ironbar
and the fox came in from behind the tree it was just luc y saw a ash
of orange in the bush e went behind a shrub as he was coming in and
it gave me a chance to draw. alf the time you have to draw before you
whistle because unless they come in from the right spot you don t have
much time. ve shot uite a lot of foxes from that tree. ve only been
whistling in the past 10 years. efore that used to get foxes when saw
them rather than hunting them as a species. he old fox is pretty cra y so
everything has got to be right. t s exciting ge ng them to come in to the
whistle real good fun.

”

“

he white goat hat was up in steep country. hunted for three days in a
row to get that particular goat. he rst day he was in a mob of about 40
goats so went bac the next day. got a fair way in but the wind buggered
me up so bac ed o . n the third day he was separated from the mob and
was just with three other billies. y shot was a steep downhill shot from
1 yd or 1 yd. n steep country you can t easily do the 30yd or 40yd shots
because you really have to allow for the incline. he closer you are to the
animal the less you have to compensate for shooting on a hill. he arrow
went into the top of his bac and came out through the chest. t too me a
good hour and a half just to drag him to a spot that was safe enough for a
photo. too him on my neighbour s place at endemeer. here s always a
mob of goats up in the really hilly country. he wal up the hill three days
running nearly illed me. mean that country is seriously steep. rec on
needed a wee o a er that

trees. ou put in a lot of hours in the
bush to get one of them and there s
just something about seeing a billy li e
that love it.
he diversity of hunting was also
a plus. e loved the s ill involved in
hunting and said for him the closer
he got to the animal the better. he
countryside could range from at to
rugged the hunting could be a time for
solitude for important family time or

to catch up with old friends.
li e hunting on my own. do
a lot of camping and usually have a
pretty rugged camp. he swag gets a
fair wor out because li e being in the
bush and a lot of trips m on my own
and don t mind that.
ut ve certainly met up with
some pretty good characters along
the way. ve shared a few camps in
the last few years and spent time with

”

people li e avid uxford
raham
c omis ie an Ferguson. t s been
real good. ou could sit at a camp re
and listen to them fellows all night. he
stories are just amazing. hey ve been
everywhere and done it all.
li e to do a trip to oomba every
year it s fantastic basalt country and
you get the feeling that you might be
only one of a handful of people who
has been in some of that country. t s
ARCHERY ACTION
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he fallow deer hat was o my place in April during the rut. he stag
was croa ing standing on the side of the hill a bit in the open. got him
just on the edge of the bush. e made it 0yd or 0yd into the scrub and
it was a bit of a trac ing job but found him. d seen uite a lot of deer
that morning but nothing really worth pu ng an arrow on the string for.
wal ed from home to get him d probably already wal ed for a good
4 m or m from the house. e was right up the bac of my 00-acre
bloc there s a bit of a gorge and it s rugged granite country and it s high
so you sometimes see a bit of snow in winter. t wasn t much fun because
it was a hot day and had to cart him all the way bac wanted the meat.
Although have a four-wheeled buggy didn t use it for that hunt because
of the noise it ma es.

”

“

oomba boar
e and raham
c omis ie were on a bit of a
hi e in the basalt late one a ernoon and came across this boar
on the way bac . e was pretty
relaxed having a chew didn t
have a care in the world. put in
a stal to 10yd or 1 yd. e didn t
go far didn t ma e it even 10yd
and came down on the edge of
a swamp. he photo doesn t do
the country justice there was a
basalt wall in front of us but you
can only see the swamp in the
bac ground. e was a good old
hog ipped ear blind in one eye
a real old battler been around for
a while.
e were right up the bac in
basalt country you wouldn t
want to be stuc there with daylight fading and you de nitely
wouldn t want to hurt yourself
not even turn an an le. ou can t
access the country by vehicle.
e ng in and out it s either on
foot or by chopper.

”

a paid hunt but it s pretty amazing
country so very much worth it.
lus my brother uy and still do
a trip once a year and we have a great
time. is son Josh li es hunting as well.
y two boys are starting to get into it
too ge ng into the bush and going
camping. he ids also love loo ing
at what ve collected over the years.
have some amazing s ins o animals a

dozen or so heads on the wall and ve
lost count of how many rac s have.
And m in the process of building a
trophy room. ut it s still not the point.
Actually m a bit sentimental
about my bows. nd it hard to part
with one even when get a new one
because it s the one thing that s in the
bush with you all the way. always
remember the bow was using when
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tingray was wor ing up in the erritory so had a chance to do some hunting in
water. was at a bit of a reef wor ing on the incoming tide because that s when the
rays come in for the crabs on the roc s. here is only about an hour before the tide
gets too high and you don t want to be in the water too deep because there s plenty
of crocs. his was my rst big ray bowhunting for them. have shot a couple out of a
boat but this time was wal ing in the water. efraction is the thing to loo for when
you re shooting into water. shoot a broadhead on the front of my shing arrow. f
you re too far away the two-blade broadhead can de ect o the surface so you
have to wait until they re almost on you and then you have to worry about the barb
his one had an eight-inch barb you d be in serious strife if that went into you. t s
exciting stu but it s not for everyone. t s uite an adrenaline rush. ou loo bac
and say it s probably not the smartest thing you ve ever done but love the old bowshing. And the trophy on a ray is unbelievable. hat barb s amazing it s serrated
li e a letter opener and it s a one-way thing once it goes in there s no pulling it out.
lus there s toxic bacteria on it as well. hat was a bit exciting that was good. And
good eating. ou cut the wings o s in them and they coo up li e white sh esh.
here s a bit of a techni ue to it li e a lot of things. his one was a cow-tail stingray.
here are uite a few species there. id you now you don t even have to ill the
animal you can get the barb o and he ll heal up no worries. he only problem is
ge ng the barb o while they re still alive. hey ap around a fair bit and as said
the barb s dangerous.

”

“

he shar hat was exciting. wasn t far from where that roc shelf was. threw
a bit of burley into the water and it was a waiting game a er that. ou wait for
the shar to come right in along the shore then get an arrow into him and
then hold on hat shar was about a metre-and-a-half long uite chun y and
powerful. here s a lateral line on sh that you ve got to aim for that buc les
them a bit. his was my rst shar . ou ve got to now the law. Northern erritory and estern Australia aren t governed by length. n ueensland you can
only ta e one shar per day whereas in the erritory it s not limited. hether
you re nee deep or waist deep in the water it s pretty exciting. ou eep an eye
out for any dar shadows it s always good to have a spotter on the beach.
love my bow shing now. t s something thought d do because the species was
on the list. ut now ve found out how exciting it is ut there s an element of
danger umans are not the biggest predators in the sea.

”

shot a particular animal. t s a bit li e
that astaway movie. feel the same
about my bow as the guy did about
ilson the volleyball .
ve always shot a oyt bow. had
one as a id and m shooting a oyt
Nitram 30 that ve had for the past
three years or so.
arc is also een on y shing
but that s a story for another day. .
Now that he s living in an area
which has uite a lot of fallow deer
pigs and goats will he eep hunting
far and wide didn t as him. thin
now the answer already.
ARCHERY ACTION
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Nick Lintern

TRADITIONAL TRAILS
Happy New Year to all our readers
and welcome to our rst instalment
o Traditional Trails or
you all had a ha

ho e

y and rela ed

estive season At the end o last year
we

nalised our two bundle lemish

s lice string and served it and were
ready to shoot it in

ow we are

going to rogress to the three bundle
string This is a neater and stronger
string which is why

always use the

three bundle unless

m ma ing a

two coloured string That isn t to say
the two bundle is not strong it most
de nitely is but the three is stronger
still And both ty es are vastly su erior
to the endless loo string

o let s get

on with our rst ro ect or the year
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Three-bundle Flemish
string
Building a three-bundle string is a
natural progression from the two-bundle. It adds another element of dexterity re uirements for our ngers but
is easy enough to learn once you have
practised the two-bundle a few times.
We can use the same jigs et cetera as
for the previous two-bundle string with
the exception that the nail jig will need
to be laid out slightly di erently. nstead
of the nails being at 1in spacings, we
are going to put them at 1 ½in spacings. This just spreads out our bundle’s

tapers slightly which wor s better with
smaller numbers of strands in each bundle. With a two-bundle string we had to
compact six or more strands in each
bundle over a given distance, whereas a
three-bundle has only four or so. Therefore we space them out a bit on the jig.
Remember, at the end of the day we are
just literally adding an extra bundle so
there are three instead of two.

Maths, maths, maths

Let’s crunch the numbers. With a
two-bundle we had to make sure that
the total number of strands was divisible by two. Obviously we want two
matched bundles. With the three-bundle we have to make sure the number

ed white and blac Dyna
to go

ready

of strands is divisible by three. So we
will have three smaller bundles making
up a similar total number of strands.
The tables (below right) show strand
thicknesses for given draw weights as
they apply to a three-bundle string,
with both Dyna 97 (or Fast Flite et cetera) and Dacron. For those of you who
have my earlier Archery Action articles
on two bundle strings, you will see
similar tables as they applied to twobundle strings.
When looking at these tables, the
rst thing you will see is that the strand
numbers are divisible by three. So a
12-strand string will be three fourstrand bundles and a 15 will be three
ve-strand bundles et cetera.
Let’s go for a 50# Dyna 97 bow string
exactly as we did for the two-splice
string. Let’s go for the bow length to be
68in nock to nock. Some of this will be
repetitive from the two-bundle articles
but it won’t hurt to have it reiterated.
As we loo ed at in the previous articles
for a 68in longbow we want to subtract
4in from the bow’s nock-to-nock length
so our string will be 64in, and the string
will have 12 strands. Next we add 18in

just as we previously did for a two-splice
string. o we are going to get a gure of
82in. Now divide this in two which gives
us 41in. Our nail jig has the same mark
on its side as the two-bundle jig at 5 ½in
up from the front (see photo). As with
the two-bundle, you will need some
clean bench space and will want a bolt
or similar xed to the right-hand end.
Then markings out from the back of the
bolt in inches. You can just use a tape if
needs be. Clamp your jig at the mark on
its side at the 41in mark up from your
bolt exactly as with the two-bundle on
your bench. For this string I am going
to use three di erent colours white
black and red to highlight what we are
doing and to make it easier to follow.
Now tie o your rst colour on the bottom right nail and wind out four strands
of the rst colour wrapping around the
bolt and progressing up the nails till
there are four strands laid out. Now
cut up through the middle just as we did
with the two bundle. While holding the

Two and three bundle igs The
bottom one is the three bundle ig
ote how s aced out the nails are

Clam your ig at the correct length in
line with the ig s side mar

STRING THICKNESSES FOR THREE-BUNDLE FLEMISH SPLICE STRINGS
Dyna 97 and Fast Flite
STRANDS

DRAW WEIGHT #

Dacron
STRANDS

DRAW WEIGHT#

12

30-50

12

30-45

15

50-75

15

45-65

18

80 +

18

65-85

21

90 +
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Tie o your rst strand on the bottom
right nail then wind your way u till
you have our strands run out

ig loaded and ready to cut the
strands

After doing your maths gras the
strands at the correct length and start
on your loo
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string bundle in the centre, add wax to
the bundle and then using your ngers
melt the wax in and make the tapered
bundle one homogenous whole.
Lay this waxed bundle on the bench
to one side and repeat this with the two
other colours so that we end up with
three bundles on the bench. Now, place
the three bundles side by side and butt
them evenly at one end of your bench.
Now measure down from the end of the
strands and get the total length. Divide
this in two then add 32in to that measurement. So in other words, the total
might be something like 84in for example. ivided by two to nd the centre
= 42in. Now add 32in which is half our
string length = 74in.
At this point we pick the three
strands up together and start splicing.
ere is where it is slightly di erent from
the two-bundle. With the two-bundle
we were twisting the strands away with
your right thumb and index nger then
pulling towards you over the other one
which is trapped on your le hand one
a er the other until you have enough
length to create a loop. The three-splice
is identical to this action except that
now we have a third bundle to plait in as
well. his is ddly at rst but with time
it will be as comfortable as with a twosplice action. As with the two-bundle
once there is enough length (around
an 1 ¼in or so depending on your bow’s
nock size) for your loop, bend it around
and where with the two-bundle you
laid the two colours of the loop end on
top of the matching colour of the main
body of the string and used nger friction to wax them together now you
match all three together in the same
way. hen we continue to splice or plait
our way down till the tapered-o ends
are spliced in. he photos with the article will hopefully paint a clearer picture.
Next, as with the two-bundle, loop your
string over your bench bolt and lay out
your three bundles to your le . rab the
rst bundle above the 4in mar and
twist it towards you or anti-cloc wise

nce you have enough length you
are ready to bend it around to start
the loo

atch u the colours and continue
s licing

oo your com leted end over your
bench bolt and re twist the ends
ready or the second loo

ow both ends are com lete we need
to twist the string C C
and
wa the mid area leaving the ends
alone or now
21 twists or so. Now trap that bundle
with your le hand use my ring nger
and pin y to trap it so it won t unravel
again, and repeat with the other two. Do
the same number of twists on them all.
his pre-twisting allows for the string
to splice up without no ng up as we
nish the string. Now we pull the string
taut against the bolt to ensure all three
bundles are pulled out evenly, then start
your second loop at 64 ½in. As with the
other end, once you have spliced enough
for your eye, bend the ends around and
match up with the main body again. Then
simply splice away until the tapered o
bits are all spliced in. Now pull the string
tight against the bolt and twist cloc wise
to make the string a homogenous whole
instead of three separate strands. Twist
until the string length is 3 in or so.
Now wax the area between the plaited
ends. Don’t touch the ends yet. We will
want to trim o any le over bits stic ing
up from the splice when the string is on
the bow.
Now, as with the two-bundle string,
string your bow and see how it all looks,
God willing, all is well. Clamp your bow
in a vice or similar and using a sharp cut-

The mid string area will now be
a homogenous whole Due to the
colours we have used it will have a
barber ole e ect

After stringing trimming and wa ing
we now have a ro essional three
s lice lemish string

throat razor or very sharp Stanley blade,
trim o the remnants stic ing up as close
to the main string as you can. Be careful
not to cut the string!
Now wax the whole thing and rub
it in. If your brace height is where you
want it you’re good to go, if it’s low,
unstring and twist the string clockwise to
shorten it. If your brace is too high, you
can untwist anti-cloc wise but be careful. Because of the way a Flemish string
is made if you go anti-cloc wise too far
you can have it unravel. Now go ahead

and serve your string as I described in
the previous article.
Well, there it is. It sounds very complicated when you read the processes in
an article li e this but it s actually really
easy to get the hang of it if you put in
some dedicated practice. hat s it for
strings for now. n our next article we
will be looking at custom bows and what
you should expect from them.
As always any uestions can be sent
to: norseman_longbows@hotmail.com.
ntil next time stay traditional.
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ROY ROSE

Meanderings

Release aid selection
A major decision for the aspiring compound archer
is the choice of an appropriate release aid. Unlike the
recurve archer s tab which can be a relatively inexpensive
item, a compound release aid involves considerable
expenditure and so it is an important priority to make a
measured decision appropriate to which eld of archery
the shooter intends to be involved with.
here are four options from which to select a release
aid the under- nger model the thumb trigger the hinge
or bac tension release and the resistance-activated type.
Each has its pros and cons but all are very feasible
choices if utilised correctly in an unanticipated execution
process. Let’s examine each model in some detail. It is
important to realise that each variety has its accomplished
exponents and that every model can provide desired
accuracy if properly employed.
he index- nger release is particularly popular with
hunting archers chie y because it is attached to the
wrist by a strap and is readily available to make a quick
shot if the opportunity arises. he use of the index nger
to trigger the execution can also be an ally in hunting
situations but also has a number of negative possibilities
when utilised incorrectly as a target 3 or eld release
aid choice.
en a compound archer s initial experience
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in a club situation will involve the use of an index- nger
model where the execution process is simpli ed by the
message, “Place the dot on the target and press the
trigger.” The repercussions of this approach nearly always
result in a trio of conclusions. Firstly, at the outset, quite
component accuracy will occur which tends to justify the
method. owever almost without exception the new
compounder will run into anticipation and panic concerns
which will mar the shooting experience and lead to
departure from the sport in frustration. ommanding
the shot, or ‘punching’ as is the archery term, works for
only a very very tiny minority of elite compounders and
even they most o en run into anticipation dramas in the
longer term. hile an index- nger release can be shot in a
conventional correct unanticipated manner with a sturdy
trigger and a pronounced pulling action it is nevertheless
the release which is easiest to punch and hence not the
usual model favoured by competitive compounders.
The second release design, the thumb trigger, remains
the most popular model on the competition line in major
tournaments although threatened in recent times by the
hinge or back tension release. As the name suggests, the
release is activated by placing the thumb on the trigger
post and then by the use of a scapula-pulling motion the
shot brea s into an unanticipated release. he tension
on the release can be adjusted to suit the rhythm of
the archer s execution process and is the choice of both
the men’s and women’s leading target archers in world
competition.
A thumb trigger release can also be punched by
incorporating a light tension on the thumb post and
therefore does re uire discipline and a patient execution
phase to be shot e ciently.
he third option and one which has gained enormous
support in recent years, is the hinge release. This release
type has no trigger and is shot by rotation with either
scapula action or nger manipulation to cause the brea

of the shot. Because it has no trigger to punch, it is seen
as a valuable agent in resisting anticipation and aiming
maladies. Originally the hinge was viewed as simply
an agency for archers having target panic issues but in
today s competitive target eld and 3 events it has
garnered enormous status and is the preferred option for
many of the world’s elite.
f course a hinge release can still be jer ed or
punched if the archer has severe panic problems, but it
is still a very viable option to wor with on the road to
overcoming anticipation dramas.
he nal release type is speci cally designed to teach
the archer to pull or expand to obtain an execution
which is unanticipated by having it set to a particular
predetermined tension which when reached in the pull
causes the release to re.
It is therefore predominantly an aid to assist archers
with target panic concerns and is generally not an option
utilised by leading professionals in competition.
As stated initially it is crucial to realise that all types
of release aids wor e ciently if shot correctly. ach
has its pluses and minuses, but depending upon your
particular archery discipline it is wise nancially to ma e
a reasonable initial decision. unters may still prefer the
index- nger freedom of function although many hunt

with thumb and hinge models, whereas target shooters
will most o en choose the thumb and hinge varieties.
he thumb trigger has advantages in windy conditions
but is open to punching if one is experiencing any
anticipation maladies. he hinge is probably the purest of
release aids but can have its own limitations in blustery
situations. ome elite archers do switch bac and forth
between the two but in order to attain duplicative form
which is obviously the ey to accuracy stic ing with the
one release aid type clearly provides the best chance of
video-replay-li e execution.
Clearly then, it’s ideal to have the opportunity to
experiment with the various options prior to initial
purchase. owever this may not always be practical if the
archer resides out of range of a major archery retailer.
Fellow club compounders if available will always assist
in this situation and because uality release aids are
uite an expensive item ma ing that rst decision is an
important one.
n a nal note must emphasise once more that
ma ing your rst execution experience with proper
unanticipated execution form is critical to obtaining
long-term, enjoyable archery adventures, free of aiming
maladies which can destroy your future ambitions in this
great sport.
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SCOTT HEIMAN

Bushcraft & Survival
BACK

TO

BASICS

CASE STUDY
In the previous issue of Archery
Action we looked at shelter; a main
constituent of the
rst survival
priority protection. loo forward to
continuing to brea down the priorities
of survival and examining their
components in more detail. However
in this issue I will focus on a case study
of a bowhunter I know and an incident
that occurred to him. To protect the
innocent, let’s call him Johnny.
I have spoken with him and he
has given me permission to tell his
story for the education of others.
This is not meant to throw stones
but rather point out how easily
(and quickly) things can go wrong.
More importantly, how you react to
a situation can a ect the outcome.
We can all imagine going on a twoweek hunt with seven mates out the
back of Bourke. You’d go in winter
so it was cooler and the days would
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be lled with you three go over that
way and you four go that way’ with
nights around the camp re laughing at
so and so for missing the boar at the
dam and sledging the camp cook for
burning the damper.
This is exactly what had been
happening for four days with two
blokes who had hunted the property
before escorting ve other mates who
had not. But on the fourth day Johnny
(who was new to the property) decided
that at 4pm he wanted to stretch his
legs and go bunny busting for an hour.
For the previous four days the
group had been hunting on one
side of the river that bisected the
property. So Johnny was familiar with
the course of the river but on this day
he thought a nice a ernoon stroll
along the game trail that followed
the other side would be nice. A er
all, the river doubled back on itself

and it would lead him back to camp.
At about 5 o’clock he started to
get concerned as the river had not
doubled back yet. He saw a fence and
some scrub in the distance so he went
to cross it, thinking the scrub would be
the river and this would be a shortcut.
Unfortunately for Johnny the
river he had been following was not
the same one he was thinking of but
a tributary which bro e o and ran
parallel to it for a while. He would have
known this if the group had sat down
with a topographical map at the start
of the hunt four days previously. But
alas, this one mistake would change
the hunting party into a search-andrescue party in a matter of hours.
A er he had crossed the fence he
began to think that he had not crossed
a fence before that point. This was
when he knew things had gone wrong
and perhaps he was not where he’d

a s contain use ul
in ormation but you have
to choose the right one
There s not a single contour
line in any o these

ever hunt alone

ven i you don t ta e a com lete ma
with you a sim le A rintout can be
invaluable

thought he was. t was now ge ng
late and he went to make camp.
Whilst doing this his mind was
racing and his rst thoughts were that
the property had phone coverage
that was luc y however he did
not have anyone’s numbers in his
phone.
ista e number two not
having a tried and tested form of
communication.
e also noticed that his phone
battery was low mista e number
three, which can be avoided if you
always have spare batteries for
s
and a way to recharge phones). So
he called his partner back at home to
get a message passed onto the group
that he would not be coming back
to camp that evening and roughly
where he thought he was noting
some geographical features and a
water pump he could see on the other
side of the river. The group were not

Any o th
ese wou
ld
have hel
ed the lo
st
bowhun
ter

Actual hoto o the incident The rst night s re
answering their phones so she sent
an SMS. Good move. SMS messages
have a relatively light footprint rst
of all. The second thing is that they’re
asynchronous. If they can’t get through
this instant, they keep trying. With
voice calls, you’re either connected or
you’re not. So in remote areas where
the coverage or reception is dodgy
is better.

Before he hung up he told her that
he had a low battery and to conserve
it he would turn it o now and turn
it back on at 6 o’clock the following
morning. Second good move.
He found a site that looked like
it had been used previously and had
some old refuse lying scattered around.
Before the night completely
enveloped him, he managed to
ARCHERY ACTION
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A landmar

ohnny used to describe his osition a water um on the other
side o the river

create a re. hird good move.
Now re ts into each of the
survival priorities due to the variety of
tasks it can perform. While we could
live inde nitely without re s warm
embrace, it’s one of the most valuable
assets that a survivor could have. Fire
provides warmth, light, safe water
(through boiling), a signal, cooks food,
deters wild animals and dries wet
clothes to name just a few; but one of
the most bene cial is the psychological
boost and the sense of safety and
protection it gives. For these factors
re is one of those force multipliers
in a survival situation and you should
always carry now how to create re
in at least two di erent ways.
our e is a hot semi-arid location.
o this e ect most people thin of the
high temperatures but at night the
temperature can drop to 4 in winter
with the all-time low being minus
4 ndeed the night in mention it
reportedly got down to -2 .
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What Johnny did was make one
large log re to heat up one length of
his entire body. e found an old metal
sign and placed it on the other side
of the re to re ect more of the re s
warmth and light back towards himself
and two old rusty 44-gallon drums
which he used as a wind break on the
other side of him. This is textbook
survival tactics great move.
A er this he collected more
rewood to last the entire night and
indling to restart the re in case it
went out. Another good move.
Then he made a bed with bark
from trees in plank form to insulate his
body from the ground and to provide
protection from burrs. ood move.
When he woke in the morning he
turned on the phone as planned and
contact was made with the rest of his
hunting party. hey uic ly discussed
where he thought he was and why.
So that morning he was tediously
beating on the old 44-gallon drums and

blowing on his fox whistle to attract
attention. At 10 o cloc he heard his
mates ring ri e shots into the air but
alas, they could not hear him despite
the noise he was making.
He did not run towards the shots
because he didn’t want to leave
the camp, knowing that the sound
could be bouncing o other features
and could be coming from another
direction. e told me later this was
something he remembered from
shows like the Leyland Brothers and
Malcolm Douglas back in the 80s. So
he stayed put. Good move.
More phone contact was made
a er the search party had returned
to their base camp. And they assured
him they were coming. Johnny,
thinking that he knew where he was,
made to wal o at midday but turned
bac
twice returning to camp a er
remembering the words from those
V shows on t wal o stay where
you are and let them come to you.
ood move particularly a er sharing
all that info concerning his location.
hat if his phone nally went at f
he had wal ed o the party would be
searching for him in the wrong place
and have no idea where he was now.
So he resigned to himself that he
was in it for the long haul. He found
some old glass bottles and too
them to the river for a wash out and
collected water. He went to boil the
water but the rst bottle bro e as he
placed it too close to the re and it
cracked. The next he let warm up a
bit further away and then teased it
toward the re slowly. ood move
uring this time he also found a
new can and made a second re on the
other side of him and collected more
rewood to last him through a second
night. his is starting to loo li e an
Aboriginal technique; that is, have

three or four small re burning and sit
in the middle. Very good move.
At 10 o’clock on the second night,
the search party found Johnny 2km
inside the neighbouring property.
There are many things, both good
and bad, one can pull out from this
situation but will focus on two Never
hunt alone and always carry a wellconceived, purpose-made survival kit.
n this situation imagine what would
have happened if my mate had been
bitten by a sna e while collecting all
that rewood. he next phone call
may not have been for an ambulance
but rather the coroner.
here are four priorities of survival
protection rescue water and food.
A handy way to remember that is:
Please Remember What’s First.

The site had evolved by the second night and had a second re in an old drum
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With decades of hunting trips under his belt, Graham Newell
provides his answers to questions about hunting properties and some
of the challenges that hunters can face. First, he spills the beans on a
piece of luck he had 21 years ago …

i e many bowhunters with 20-plus years chasing the feral animals of our great continent ve been as ed by new and
not-so-new range owmen members ow did you get started and nd properties to hunt on
t s not an easy tas that s certain. y last trip in eptember 201 to the cattle station in the ueensland ulf was my
23rd over nearly 20 years and ge ng onto this station at the beginning is probably a story in itself.
For me it was a case of being in the right place at the right time. ome 21 years ago while was the regional manager for
the Financial lanning eam for olonial tate an N
based here in ueensland and northern N
met the eneral
anager of one of the ban s investments namely he olonial Agriculture ompany and was as ed to tal to their cattle
station managers at their Annual onference in risbane.
his duly did for over 0 minutes then joined some 11 managers and management personnel for dinner and a few
drin s. he eneral anager tuart said needed to be compensated nancially for my time. y response was No need
just give me the o ay to bowhunt all your ueensland properties. his was duly agreed and communicated to all managers
that evening.
olonial the company no longer exists had properties from oree to ur etown uilpie to the N border. Now that
might sound li e a smorgasbord of opportunities but alas as is the case today many were in drought. e did travel to a
oree property with some success in the early days but the real fun and rewards were to start on our trips to the rst
property in the ulf.
eeping the good properties is also a huge challenge. he ulf station which old mates obbo ew and rett and have
fre uented for the past 20 years has seen seven managers and at least ve corporate owners in my time of hunting it. ur
strategy is to try to glean what these people in isolated areas miss they re some 2200 m from risbane what special needs
they have and to try to tap into their networ .
e try to manage and in uence actions we have a small degree of control over. e report to the station managers if
we see stoc down burst water pipes and any dangerous incidents. e also tune our handheld and truc
F radios to the
station channel whenever we re not hunting. e use a di erent channel when hunting.
e have found these guys and gals love beer undaberg um no surprise there pear cider magazines hunting 4x4
drive gossip mags coo ing and for the children Nat. eo. e usually carry their refreshment needs up but mail the magazines et cetera ve or six times a year. At 3 g at a time this is not particularly cheap. hen there are the phone calls more
pointed as we get closer to the eptember hunts. t sounds a lot of wor and it is but if we do not do this we soon become
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irrelevant to them. eeping my pro le front of mind is the objective and it then becomes harder to say No when call
to set up the dates.
n one such trip we transported a puppy from one station to another all great
for the future
ver the years ve managed to eep in touch with the manager of the very rst trip to the ulf aul and he has
now given me the introduction to another ulf property manager ob who incidentally was a olonial Agriculture o.
manager some 20-plus years ago he than fully even remembered me.
he other challenges we meet and must overcome are many and are well documented. any properties have ringers who go dogging for the pigs a er wor some others are ri e hunters and then there is the baiting for wild dogs
and feral pigs. All can severely reduce the pig numbers and can turn them nocturnal. hen there are the o cial
helicopter shoots one such three-wee period there were 3 000 pigs shot o one property. n our 201 trip to the ulf
we managed only four pigs it was a very long drive for such a small tally ut we do need to understand we are really
insigni cant to the managers and owners as feral exterminators.
hen there are the poachers in almost all areas ve hunted from the ulf to New ngland in New outh ales. hey
are a real issue. n the ulf area these are tolerated as they are usually locals and can cause real problems if pressured
to eep o the properties long term north ueensland bowhunters will now what mean. t is worth noting these
ulf managers expect us to dispatch every hog we see no matter the gender or size and we do our best
e ng started nding a property is hard. e usually tal to the new een bowhunters about who they wor with
socialise with what their immediate family members do and if any of these contacts have family friends or relatives
in western ueensland. ometimes they are pleasantly surprised to get some a rmation and a chance to get onto a
property. f it is to be it is up to me is a favourite saying of mine hallenge yourself bowhunters and focus on any
potential opportunities.

Pig country in Queensland’s Gulf region.
ARCHERY ACTION
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he round trip was 14 m and
we were away 1 days in total in
eptember last year. hat gave
us 12 days of hunting in ueensland s
ulf country.
ur rst property was a new one
we had not seen. he manager ob
gracefully accepted the two maps of

the property had copied for them
measuring 1.0 m by 1.2 m and a er
a cup of tea sent us to camp on the
1 m-long lagoon actually a river
with both ends dry but the deepest
part was m. t was also home to
saltwater lizards .
n the rst a ernoon obbo nailed

a nice boar a er a stal through rubber
vine lousy stu . his hog had been
a ghter and a lover we guessed
as he had only one eye and severely
lacerated ears.
e wor ed very hard to cover the
ground and wal ed many ilometres
too many for my li ing these days.

A dozen days of hunting in the

GULF COUNTRY

by GRAHAM NEWELL

Robbo with a good boar.
0
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The writer of this story
wins a threepack of
TUSKER SPIRIT
broadheads

The good life.

As it was our rst time on this
station it was very much a time of
ge ng to now the terrain people
and road networ . his property has
to be one of the best ept neatest and
cleanest ones we have been privileged
to visit and hope to go bac in 2019.
ome six days and only six pigs later we
headed for our long-standing north
west ulf property.
Now it was time to get serious.
n arrival at our preferred property
some 1 0 m further northwest
we discovered that they had no
accommodation for us in ux of truc
drivers vets seed and soil specialist et
cetera but a er a chat we ended up
in the school house with all our gear
which wor ed ne
we even had
su cient tuc er to feed ourselves for
the wee and not put extra wor load
on the stressed coo .
ne of the great pleasures of
bowhunting with a mate is that you
o en get to watch the whole event
from spo ng the hog to the stal to

the arrow hi ng the vitals. As we hunt
small dams short muddy waterholes
tur ey nests above-ground dams and
the odd carcase this is o en the case.
ne such time
watched from
across a small waterway as obbo
did an excellent job of stal ing across
open ground from some 0m to get
within 30m of a wallowing boar and
with only a small section of the lungs
available slipped the two-blade 1 0grain wic ey-tipped iledriver into
the spot. A very short run saw the boar
expire a er which photos and hoo s
were ta en.
hen as we both new the property
so well in fact better than the
managers now we decided it was time
to eep moving to our favourite spots.
e found the weather to be cooler
than expected and that meant nding
hogs on the water was proving di cult
so our hunts seldom started before
10am o ce hours for some
he average temperature was 34
which we didn t mind at all. e ve

hunted here on some 43 days
A er one frustrating morning of
seeing no hogs we headed bac to the
truc and spotted two three- uartergrown boars bedded next to a log.
obbo commented that could not
get any closer without them spo ng
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This age H is or hogs
(and a sow!).

Bottom hotos Double trouble
2
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smelling me so at 39m too the shot.
Now it was not a tric shot but hit
both hogs in the lungs in fact it was a
double double lung shot. A u e f
course not hese two died within 10
paces of each other.
e had been told a favourite
lagoon of ours north of the homestead
had been belted by town poachers
ri e hunters but we decided to have
a loo anyway. casually mentioned
to driver obbo to loo up a usually
shallow dry waterway and yes the
little water le had some eight to
10 pigs bathing. A er i ng up we
headed for them but they le the
water to bed in some heavy cover.
e slowly stal ed in wind from the
northeast in our favour. obbo drilled
a nice boar at 1 m dropping him in
m and hit another at about the
same distance but mine ran o .
followed mine some 0m while
obbo set his up for a photo to see
him mortally wounded so a nishing
arrow was re uired. hen another pig

wal ed up to chec on the commotion
so at 10m he too was removed from
the group. wo for me and then as
headed bac to the truc saw obbo
also heart-shoot another small boar
from 2 m not too bad when you
consider we d ta en four hogs in
10 minutes from a place that we d
thought wasn t worth the trip. later
shot another through rubber vine to
ma e it ve for the day.
enerally in these small cree
waterhole areas our strategy is to
wal either side of the water due
to very steep ban s. n another
occasion stal ed in to 2 m to hit
a wallowing boar so well he in fact
died in his wallow. obbo too a
great 4 m shot on a big blac boar
unbe nown to me he too only went
10m slowly to expire. he hoo s
loo ed o ay so obbo removed them
a er a few photos.
d just shot a boar in a muddy
hole and while se ng him up for
a photo we noticed another boar

come in for a drin and wallow. his
was interesting as not 10 minutes
earlier obbo had wal ed right where
he entered the muddy waterhole.
obbo was soon on the stal and
had a full view of it all. e circled to
get above the pig and from 30m-plus
sent the iledriver on its way. he
boar leapt up and staggered into the
water blood gushing then bolted up
the opposite ban for a death run of
about 40m. he hoo s loo ed o ay so
obbo too them a er a few photos.
Another event was more of a
lowlight than a highlight but we
both had issues with not loo ing
at the route the arrows would ta e
direct and the arrows loop to hit
the targets and we both hit small
twigs thin rubber vine and even thic
grass stems most of which caused
defections of the arrows and in most
cases clean misses.
n the past few years we have not
seen pigs out in the open in the heat
of the day however this year as we
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drove to another dam along a well
used access station trac
suddenly
saw under a large tree not 30m o
the trac three hogs bedded down.
e drove on some 100m obbo still
not believing me about my call but
he still got out to chec
sat on top
of his new suzu space cab to watch
the event unfold through my bios.
No cover pigs now alert so at 30m
obbo too the shot. he big sow
only travelled 0m. Again for me
observing the action is half the fun.
ost of the cattle watering spots
have a tur ey s nest above-ground
dams about 30m across from which
they reticulate the water to cattle
troughs nearby plus these nests have
burrows next to them holes in the
ground from which they dug the dirt
to build the nests . ur usual practice
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is for obbo and me to alternate
between these places. At one spot
that we call the even ile went to
a burrow to nd it dry. till we new
the pigs especially lone boars and
family groups o en bedded some
0m to 1 0m from water during the
heat of the day. A er two dry holes
was about to head bac to the truc
when spotted a boar sleeping in
thic rubber vine so a er stal ing
to within 12m released the old
tip traditional carbon thin ing had
a clear shot. ut hit the invisible
thin vine which causes a defection
and miss. e bolted some 100m then
bedded again not nowing what had
just happened. o was up again this
time there were no mista es and at
30m the boar succumbed to the shot.
A er photos removed the hoo s but

must admit that it too me three
times my normal extraction time.
eading bac tired sweaty release
aid in my poc et saw another boar
bedded under a tree so put on the
release aid and wal ed in to 1 m to
heart-shoot the boar. e did not even
get out of his bed but died in his
sleep. was glad to see he had lousy
hoo s so didn t have to extract them.
obbo was a very patient man today.
n the very small watering spots
only one person usually goes in so
on our last day wal ed not stal ed
in to a nest thinking nothing was
ever here. hen noted a pig s tail
twitching from under some old rusty
tan well a bonus indeed as he and
his mate was soon to see had no
idea was the grim reaper it was
probably the easiest ill ve had in
several years. e went nowhere
but his mate soon bolted to a safer
bedding spot. ell again than fully
no hoo s to ma e my life di cult so
photos only ta en.
he fun was now over and we
prepared for the long 2 000 m-plus
trip home. hilst we have excellent
nowledge of the older haunt we still
use our
system to mar each trac
and waterhole for future visits and if
re uired to blood trail a wounded
boar we can easily nd our way bac
to the truc . had a
F radio battery
failure and that was a pain.
ome poor shot placement twigs
rubber vines clean misses et cetera
probably cost us combined about
eight pigs but our tally was still
healthy for a couple of old geriatrics.
There is one piece of these hunts
m not to een on especially when m
not the designated driver and that s
opening hundreds of interesting
station gates but ll get over it.
his was my rst trip with my new
athews
A and it wor ed a treat
as did obbo s alon.
ill 2019 see us in the ulf again
nly time will tell.
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Wildcrete 3D African Game Targets hyena from
The Wildcrete 3D Targets hyena’s dimensions are
(H) 654mm x (W) 175mm x (D) 857mm with IFAA
approved score zones on both
sides.

The hyena target is part of a new range
of African targets available in Australia
from Bushbow 3D.

Bushbow 3D has recently
been introducing an entirely new
range of 3D targets based on African
game animals. So when I was contacted
to test a sample from the range I was more
than keen to see one of these impressive
targets in the flesh. It wasn’t long before a
tidy example of a hyena turned up. My first
impression on opening the packaging was
how much detail was in the textured finish and
the realism of the paint job. So real that I set it
up in the somewhat questionably lit corridor just
inside my back door where my wife and daughters
would soon enter. It passed the realism test and I
had to chuckle when the flight instinct kicked in and
I got a satisfying yelp from all three girls.
The African Game Targets range is vast and
includes beasties such as lion, baboon,
blesbuck, wilderbeest, impala, leopard, warthog,
zebra, caracal, honey badger, monkey and
many more. The range is sub-divided into three
categories; large game, small-medium game (both
these two rated for any bow poundage), and small game
Top view of the hyena showing the target’s 175mm girth which
handled all target bow set-ups. It wasn’t until a 70# hunting
bow was tried that we saw a field tip protrude from the opposite
side of the target—a very tough target for its size.
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rated to 50lb or less bows. The hyena
tested belonged to the latter category
but stood up very well to all target bow
set-ups available at my local club. It
was only a 70lb hunting compound
that was able to penetrate the target
enough to stick a field point about an
inch out the back of the target … a
good effort for a target conservatively
rated to 50lb bows.

The hyena had strayed from his pack and wandered onto the practice
range where it was met by a multitude of arrows from a range of bows.

The main comments from the club
shooters testing the target were related
to the quality of detail of the animal
and the foam’s ability to close up well and hide the arrow
hole when the arrow was removed. Like most 3Ds, some
form of arrow lubrication made it easier to pull the arrows,
but even without
it, arrows still
pulled

with minimal effort. The target can be mounted in place with
the aid of some form of stand that slides up into the legs
that contain tubes so that the target can be free-standing.
This new target and other African Game Targets from
Bushbow 3D are well worth a good look for any club
looking to add to their 3Ds and they would certainly add
a touch of a safari feel and reliability to any course set-out.

There is no
shortage of
detail on these
targets. Range
captains will be
placing shots
with uncanny
realism.
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3DAAA Australian Championships
The 2018 3DAAA Australian
Championships were held at Nambucca
Heads on the weekend of November
10 and 11 and were a massive success.
More than 240 3D archers plus their
families spent a fantastic wee end in
the area. The archers took to a very
challenging 50-target course in the
NSW State Forest at Nambucca Heads.
wo fantastic days of sunshine and
great weather saw all of the archers
take on a well set and challenging
course. Dark targets in dark holes,
great tunnel shots, hidden ground and
angles up to 20 degrees and quartered
targets made for some of the best
shots in recent 3D history.
Within the divisions, 3DAAA had 34
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hunter class shooters as the strongest
division for this year s nationals only
edging out the MBO division by two
archers. It was great to see the division
designed for the hunters being so well
supported.
The women’s FBO division saw 14
ladies take on the courses, which was
also the highest number of female
shooters in this division in the last
four years—great to see 3D growing
stronger with our ladies.
There were 51 youth class archers
all the way from CUBJ to 15-17
classes for both the young ladies and
gentlemen of our sport which is great
to see.
Friday night saw the celebration of

the tate eries and National ndoor
awards at the Nambucca RSL with well
over 150 people showing their support
for the archers’ achievements over the
year.
aturday started the rst 30 targets
for the weekend with Will Bristow (HC)
taking the tough courses head on with
a highest Saturday score of 298/300
leading Ben Doyle (MBO) by 11 points
and the rest of the Top 10 within eight
points, an outstanding achievement
showing the dedication and s ill of
these archers. William (Billy) Watson
led the unaided divisions with a great
score of 248/300 with no sights, and
the Top 10 unaided shooters were all
within 30 points.

his year saw the rst junior shootout challenge which gave the younger
archers the chance to shoot in front
of a very supportive crowd for their
shot at giveaway prizes starting from
the cubs who got to shoot at two 3D
targets covered in target squares of
varying sizes. They got to nominate the
square they went for, all adding to the
excitement of the new format.
This was followed by the Top 10
adults for both unaided and aided
shooters. Libby White from the
Hunter region managed to edge
out the competition to ta e out the
unaided division.
rett irlo from ueensland too
out the sighted division with a single
arrow closest to the middle shoot-o
from en oyle rett irlo shooting for
oyt Archery and en oyle shooting
for Mathews Inc along with all of
the archers young and old who gave
everyone a great show. The future of
3D archery in Australia is looking good

3DAAA Shooter of the Year 2018
Division
F
MBR
F
MBF
FBF
MCU
F
A
MSR
SMC
HC
FHC
YMR 13-14
YMR 15-17
YU
F
A
CUBF

1st
rett irlo
atie amilton
Joshua Smith
eneille Fowler
Dwayne Callon
Joanne Bogie
Mark Corner
ernadette eelow
illiam atson
ichard eters
Owen Kirkman
Bill Holmes
Will Bristow
Jess Lovering
Blaze Oloman
Drew Orton
Jodi Faux
Amber einbott
am ufale
Bella Ellen
harlee rittain

2nd
en oyle
Jo o tt
Michael Rule
ary-Jane orter
Jayden Callon
Tracey Warner
Brian Turner
teven artley
aniel oss
Chris Smith
Frank Healey
Josh McEwan
Julie Evans
Mitchell Brown
Ethan Wilkinson
Georgia Ferguson
i ala hevill
eth utton
Shaylen Lowe
ean oss

3rd
ony rezic
assie einbott
Josh Shone
David Codrington
Sindy Avard
Lachlan Donnelly
cott ayden
ave a er
Brian McFarlane
Ron Cornish
Jason Archer
Katrina Lovering
Jackson Daw
arah eene
Jac in erton
Tess Codrington
Flynn atton
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with the major bow manufacturers
supporting more and more shooters in
our sport.
unday came with another beautiful
day and the chase was on for those nal
points to round out the year.
Final positions for all divisions can
be found at 3daaa.com.au/scores but
here are some notable achievements
from this year s shooting

Sunday night was the annual prizegiving dinner held at the Nambucca
owling lub. ac ed into every
space available, 3DAAA had over 200
members for a sit-down dinner and
close to an additional 100 members
there to support the national
presentations as well.
3DAAA was proud to be a part of
history with oyt Archery presenting
rett irlo a che ue for 1000 as
the rst archer ever to receive
contingency money from a major bow
manufacturer in 3D archery within

ighest adult score at Nationals ill
Bristow 490
• Jake Collins Trophy (highest youth/
cub score at Nationals Josie atch
485
• 200s shot by: Will Bristow
• 100s shot by: Chris Smith x 2, Mikala
Shevill, Sam Mufale, Ben Doyle, Drew
Orton, Warren Swan, Josh McEwan,
Amber einbott rett irlo and atie
Hamilton.

Australian Bowhunters Association Inc

Australia. ongratulations rett.
The winners for Shooter of the
Year are shown on the previous page.
Special awards handed out on the
night are featured in the box below:
ongratulations to all the archers
who participated in the 3 AAA 201
Nationals on behalf of the committee
we would like to wish you and your
families all a safe and happy Christmas
Season and we look forward to seeing
you again in the new year. he rst
shoot for 2019 will be the 3DAAA
ndoor National hampionships.

Special awards

Steven Reeks Medal—Joshua Smith
Marg Cowin Trophy—Teneille Fowler
Malynn Medal—Gerard Miles
TM

(Inc in NT No AO1978C)

GST tax invoice

ABA

SHOP
Name
Address
P/Code
ABA number
ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE
* Available to TBA members only
# Available only to members who have qualified. Please
enclose copy of letter of acknowledgement from BH Division.

PAYMENT DETAILS

Product (Prices include GST)
ABA Cloth Badge
ABA Metal Badge
ABA Car Sticker
ABA Proficiency Badges (eg, 300+)
ABA Junior Advanced Badge
ABA Cub Advanced Badge
ABA Target ID Cards
ABA Coloured Identification Card
National Bowhunter Education Manual
Bowhunting Pocket Guide
National Measuring Manual
Welcome to Field Archery
IFAA Cloth Badge
IFAA Metal Badge
IFAA Chevron (eg, Hunter)
Robin Hood Cloth Badge
Robin Hood Metal Badge
*TBA Car Sticker
*TBA Metal Badge
*TBA Cloth Badge
#Game Award Badge
#Game Award, T/C & R/C Chevrons
ABA Peaked Caps

GST ABN 79 750 431 225
$ .
Qty Size/Type Cost
10.00
8.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
19.00
5.00
10.00
14.00
10.00
8.00
4.00
9.00
8.00
4.00
8.00
10.00
9.00
6.00
15.00

r Enclosed is cheque/money order for $________
r

payable to Australian Bowhunters Association
Pay by credit card—fill out details below:

Card Number 6

Total

NAME OF CARDHOLDER (print)

r Visa
r Mastercard
Expiry Date (mm yy)
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Signature

Forward with payment to:
Australian Bowhunters Assoc
PO Box 5124 Brendale Qld 4500
(07) 3256 3976
or email credit card order to:
generalsecretaryaba@gmail.com

Entries
PHOTO COMPETITION

Simply serenity,
att Constantine
I spy,
Mark Burrows.

The last cast,
Bevan Blacklock.
Transparent beauty,
Toby Gall.
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You’re invited to the

Gathering
by NICK LINTERN
At the unter Valley raditional Archers we will be celebrating our 20th anniversary annual athering n 2019. he
club has over a 30-year history and this shoot has been a mainstay on the traditional shoot calendar since its inception.
V A holds three major shoots a year he Andy Firth emorial hoot in arch the Andrew piechowicz emorial hoot
in ctober and the athering in June on the ueen s irthday long wee end which is the biggest shoot of the year for us.
V A is one of the oldest and certainly the biggest traditional-only archery clubs in the outhern emisphere. he club
boasts huge levels of traditional archery nowledge with top ight bowyers etchers and leather wor ers. Visitors enjoy
a wealth of nowledge as well as a great and relaxed time shooting. hoots at the club are family friendly with ids being
very welcome. e want to warmly welcome all traditional archers to come and help us celebrate such a massive milestone
… both newcomers and old friends who’ve visited us before. We’d love to see you all. There will be 3D target ranges, speed
rounds running pig hunt rounds rolling disc and u u aerial target rounds. he site has tons of free camping and bush
showers and toilets and there is a canteen running all wee end. here are also traditional archery suppliers on site all
weekend. Every Gathering has a memento keyring and 2019’s memento will be a special run to celebrate the milestone.
o why not come out and enjoy the ultimate traditional archery celebration
e loo forward to seeing you.
J

A

TheThe First
rstGathering
Gathering
he rst invitational was held at
Hunter Bowmen’s range at Buchanan
where we used to shoot on alternate
Sundays so we didn’t clash with
Hunter Bowmen’s shoots.
his shoot was attended by about
25 shooters, and part of the shoot fee
was put towards a lamb on the spit
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by RONNIE WHITE
for Saturday night’s meal. Events at
that shoot consisted of 20 target onearrow round, bow bird, speed round,
swinging gate timed target axe and
knife. No one can remember who
won the shoot.
The trophies presented at this
shoot consisted of shields made

from a tree cut down by ay olson
in his bac yard. he rst trophies
were painted arrows by Andrew
Spiechowicz with plated broadheads
by race. e now present certi cates
at our Gathering.
o grow we had to nd a new
venue for our club as both Hunter
Bowmen and the ABA wanted us to
have our own space. ur resident
Andrew Spiechowicz, along with all
the members, decided to look for new
clubgrounds. eo
ill came up with
a private property suggested by his
father and eo did the deal on our
present property just southeast of the
John Renshaw Drive roundabout.
So we started to work on our new
grounds. I supplied the posts and
Klip-Lok roof that a workmate from
Swansea had given me, and so up
went the shed (canteen). From then
on it was a case of beg, borrow or
relocate from wherever to do it on the
cheap as we only had 12 members.

Save the date for Norfolk Island’s July comp

Norfol sland is justly famed as a superb holiday destination but
archers know there’s even more to the island than sun, sea, Norfolk Island
pines history and shopping. he island puts on an international 3 comp
every year. It’s very child friendly (held during school holidays), and when
you’re not taking part in your favourite sport you can be having a whale of a
time discovering all the attractions of this gorgeous place.
If you’re already wishing the summer away and wondering what your
winter holiday is going to look like, here’s the picture-perfect choice.
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Ouvtside

l

In the zone

Hare today, gone tomorrow
by Nils Spruitt

I have never made it a point to
speci cally hunt hares. hose handful
of hardy souls who do actually read
my ramblings every two months
will probably nd this snippet of
information uite startling. A er all as
my loyal readers would already know,
am addicted to small game hunting.
Always have been. The trouble is when
I use the words ‘small game’ as I so
o en do in my various essays am
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primarily referring to rabbits with an
occasional foray on foxes thrown in
just to add some alternate content
so to speak. It’s my way of increasing
the overall appeal to a larger section of
the reading audience. oes it wor
robably not. he fact that am the
worst fox hunter in history is entirely
irrelevant although I suspect it does
me no favours. So at this point, I really
should apologise to every small game

hunter out there simply because hares
deserve the right to be labelled as
small game. However, let us not stray
from the subject that being just do
not hunt hares. Never have. Nor have
I ever known, or hunted with, anyone
who does hunt hares.
I am not saying there are no
passionate hare hunters out there
as I am sure there are, but let’s be
honest, in this country you would be

very much a minority. are hunting is
not something you really talk about
with like-minded mates. Generally the
topics are deer, goats, foxes or pigs.
n general camp re conversation the
hows and whys of hare hunting just
don’t happen … not in my camps, at
least. Why is this, I wonder.
Now that we have established that
a hare is indeed a game animal, albeit
a small one, why is this long-legged
little fellow not worthy of a better
standing within the overall hunting
community can only spea from my
own experience (or lack thereof), on
the matter and will thus let you be the
judge and jury.
I had to think long and hard about
this, but I am fairly certain I have never
shot and killed a hare with a bow or a
rearm ever. actually nd this uite
astounding really as I have, over a lot
of years, taken a lot of game and in
this country that includes bu alo right
down to rabbits. You would think a
couple of hares would crop up in there
somewhere, but no, that is not the

case. I have certainly seen a few in my
travels, but I do not recall ever having
the urge or desire to lay one low. Again
as myself hy is that
Most of my early encounters with
hares came by chance. In other words,
I had no idea they were there and I was
le trying to calm my nerves and slow
my heart rate down because one of the
blooming things burst out from behind
a tussock right at my feet. Even with a
shotgun I would have been unable to
take the shot, such was the fright the
little beggar gave me.
Rabbits were what I cut my eye teeth
on during my growing years … rabbits
and then pigs. Both of these creatures
pursued with bow and rearm. will
not go into how goats and then deer
came into the e uation because that
is not important here. In those early
years rabbits were plentiful around
my childhood home on the NSW South
Coast. I really cannot recall ever seeing
a hare although I am sure there would
have been the odd one about. I have
been told (although I cannot verify

this that wherever you nd rabbits
you will not see hares and vice versa.
If this is true then that would explain
why I did not see any during my youth.
It may also explain why I encounter
hares around where I now live because
I seldom see a rabbit.
ares were o cially introduced
into Victoria during 1860 although they
were introduced (failed to establish)
into Tasmania 30 years earlier than this.
his introduction onto the mainland
was by the Acclimatisation ociety
of Victoria which just so happens to
be the very same organisation that
released deer and like deer, hares
were introduced purely for hunting
purposes by the local gentry. It would
seem the coursing of hares was
considered a ne sport bac in the
old country and the meat made for
delicious table fare. ow o en have
you seen historical footage on the ABC
or even old pictures in books which
display hares and pheasants hanging
in the larders of old manor houses
throughout the English and European
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country side Very common indeed.
I have tried hare only once and it
reminded me of that old Aussie recipe
about cooking galahs … I would rather
eat the rock, thanks. I have no idea
where the hare came from but Mum
tried baking it. The taste was rank and
strong and the meat was dark. To a
young lad who preferred tender white
meat like chicken or rabbit, hare was
a completely new experience. From
memory, I think my dog turned its nose
up at it as well. I guess you have to be
of uropean extraction to enjoy hare.
Anyway, once established, hares
increased their range very quickly
and in just over 1 years they were
spreading into New South Wales. The
rest is now history and today hares
can be found throughout Victoria,
most of NSW and about halfway up
ueensland. hey have now colonised
a large percentage of Tasmania as
well. Whilst I can’t say I ever saw any
during my sorties into the Victorian

Submit your story and
photos to the Gold Pen Award
competition until the end of June
2019 and be in the running to win a
red deer hunt with Trophy Bowhunts
Australia valued at $2000 and a gold
pen as well as the writer’s fee you receive
when your story is used.

Send your entries to
Archery Action Gold Pen Writers’
Award, PO Box 638, Stanthorpe,
Qld 4380 or email
editor@archeryactionmagazine.com
Subject: Gold Pen Award entry
All hunting stories are automatically
entered in this competition
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Alpine regions chasing sambar, I have
seen them just about everywhere else
including outback New South Wales,
but they tend to be found in greater
numbers along the eastern seaboard.
These days I see them quite regularly
in the paddocks around home, which
is probably why they have piqued my
interest of late.
have yet to go out hunting for one
but do o en see one or two in the late
a ernoon when ta e hloe for a wal .
Not always mind, but fairly regularly.
You see, that is where the problem lies
with hares and hare hunting. have yet
to pinpoint a regular pattern with hares
and without this I simply have no idea
how one would successfully hunt them.
Like most of the game animals
we pursue hares are more active at
night and the subsequent early and
late daylight hours. The real problem
lies in the fact that hares do not seem
to be territorial and come and go as
they please. Unlike rabbits, hares are
primarily a solitary animal although,
on a handful of occasions I have seen
two hares feeding together. This
alone ma es the prospect of hunting
a hare rather daunting but when you
combine it with the fact that hares
will wander up to 4km a night in their
search for food, it makes the task near
impossible. Just because you see a
hare in a particular paddoc one day
does not mean you will see him in the
same paddock tomorrow. They come
and go at will. Why, I have even found
hare droppings on my front lawn, but I
have never seen one. It really is a case
of hare today, gone tomorrow when
you start talking about the behavioural
patterns of hares.
This is why I have never hunted
hares. All the other creatures we pursue
behave in ways we hunters can use to
our advantage. In other words, they
are predictable. You hunt an animal
long enough and you will eventually
nd something that particular creature
regularly does which will aid you.

Now I am not very experienced in
hare matters but have yet to see a
behavioural pattern could use. have
read the odd story penned by Victorian
hunters who hunt them in certain
cereal paddoc s at speci c times of the
year. I think this is the closest thing I
have ever read about discerning a hare
behaviour pattern. erhaps it may also
apply to oat paddocks, but as there are
none in my area then I cannot add to
that theory.
I have also been told that hares
will sometimes come to a fox whistle.
I know this sounds rather far fetched
and had I not heard it from Graeme
u himself then probably would
never have believed it. As most of you
know, Graeme is an expert at the art of
whistling foxes and a man not prone
to telling tall tales. So if Graeme says
he has shot hares at close range a er
he has lured them in with a fox whistle
then I most certainly believe him.
Many years ago I heard tell that
rabbits ate young hares (or perhaps it
was the other way around hares eating
young rabbits . never really put any
credence to that, but in light of what
Graeme has experienced then perhaps
the hares are responding to a rabbit in
distress in the same manner a fox does.
am still ba ed by it all as both hares
and rabbits are vegetarian. Then again,
I have heard stories of deer turning
up to a fox whistle as well as pigs and
goats. I am thinking it is more curiosity
than anything else. ho nows
When it is all said and done, I don’t
really thin will ta e up hare hunting
on a serious basis anytime soon. disli e
the taste and for that reason alone, I
see no reason to hunt them. They may
look like a rabbit in an oversized way,
but that is where the comparison ends
for me. n the meantime will continue
to cart my Nikon camera with me
whenever I take Chloe for a walk. You
may not be able to claim an ABA patch
with a photograph, but it will do me for
now. ntil next time.

WFAC 2018 Results
Congratulations to all ABA competitors in the World Field Archery Championships
in South Africa. We had two gold and two world championship winners, six silver and
five bronze in A Grade; three bronze in B Grade and one gold in C Grade.
Division

Class

AFBH(C)
AFBH(C)
AFBH(R)
AFBL
AFBL
AF
AFLB
A
A
AMBH(C)
AMBH(C)
AMBH(C)
AMBH(C)
AMBH(R)
AMBU
AMBU
AMFS(C)
A F
AMFU
A F
AMFU
AMLB
JFBU
JFFU
JMBU
JMFU
VFBB(C)
VFFU
VFTR
VMBB(C)
VMBL
VMBL
VMBU
V
VMFU

A
A
B
B
A
A
C
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
A
A
A
A
B

edal lace

2nd overall
3rd overall
4th overall
2nd overall
3rd overall
10th overall
1st C Class
3rd overall
1st overall
2nd overall
3rd overall
5th overall
1st B Class
1st B Class
10th overall
31st overall
4th overall
30th overall
3rd B Class
4th
lass
B 6th B Class
A 3rd overall
B 1st B Class
B 1st B Class
A 4th overall
B 1st B Class
N/C 1st overall
N/C 1st overall
N/C 2nd overall
N/C 2nd overall
N/C 2nd overall
N/C 4th overall
N/C 8th overall
N 10th overall
N/C 9th overall

urname

Joy
Watson
Allen
Avard
Bogie
owd
King
arratt
odubins i
Bell
Burrows
Watson
Dowson
Judge
Woodborne
Smith
Grallelis
ay
Clements
o at
Hanemann
Van Oosten
Woodborne
Clements
Stewart
Ford
Fox
Benson
Wood
Waller
Dowd
Semeia
Erskine
Jennings
Benson

ame

Rachel
Chelsea
Glenys
Sindy
Joanne
Jeanette
Katrina
teve
Jay
Alvyn
Mark
Garry
James
James
Dion
Fraser
Michael
cott
Malcolm
eade
Glenn
William
Kenya
Julia
Jake
Joshua
Darelle
Diann
Joy
Gary
Kevin
Mario
John
Je rey
Grahame

ield

304
234
239
425
435
491
84
42
4 1
446
419
391
296
294
517
487
439
1
491
491
491
256
412
476
520
501
298
494
121
360
421
358
498
4
508

Hunter

Animal

307
220
200
446
371
493
0
4 3
4
454
418
397
345
338
513
501
454
21
495
00
475
292
412
477
518
501
331
523
86
363
438
383
484
4 0
501

406
360
0
512
516
42
178
04
20
518
502
448
472
434
558
546
514
0
546
528
418
512
538
548
550
420
550
202
468
530
532
550
42
552

ield

273
226
252
435
404
493
0
4 9
4 3
437
426
392
302
322
524
488
399
2
507
4
470
239
430
472
530
507
305
506
84
385
450
419
493
4 2
503

Hunter

Total

286
205
258
437
409
494
0
43
443
437
417
395
311
343
526
484
445
13
500
493
450
273
439
478
516
497
356
510
59
409
443
436
501
4 0
508

1576
1245
949
2255
2135
2 13
262
22 2
232
2292
2182
2023
1726
1731
2638
2506
2251
2 3
2539
2 2
2414
1478
2205
2441
2632
2556
1710
2583
552
1985
2282
2128
2526
2412
2572

ix nations competed for the hampion of Nations team competition and the results were from rst to last ngland
Australia ermany A New ealand outh Africa. ur hampion of Nations team was made up of in no particular order
Alvin ell Jeanette owd iann enson teve arratt Jo ogie ill Van osten and Joy oods.
ongratuations for your second placing Aussie hampion of Nations team members
N/C = No Class
ARCHERY ACTION
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What’s On

Where applicable, please use this as your tax invoice:

Australian Bowhunters Association TM
INCORPORATED (Inc in NT No AO1978) GST INVOICE GST ABN 79 750 431 225
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Archery Alliance of Australia

2019
SHOOT CALENDAR
January-February-March

Date

Club

Branch

Shoot Style

2nd
3rd
6th
11th
12th-13th
13th
13th
20th
20th
20th
20th
20th
20th
26th-27th
26th-27th
26th-27th
26th-27th
27th

Greater Hamilton Archery *
Greater Hamilton Archery *
Sydney Olympic Park Archers *
Penrith City Archers *
Branch I Hunt *
Towers Bowhunters
Sydney Olympic Park Archers *
Phoenix Field Archers of Sale *
Freds Pass Field Archers *
Katherine Archery Club *
Collinsville Barebow Hunters
Mount Isa and District Bowhunters
Townsville District Bowhunters
Barambah Bowhunters and Field Archers *
Orange District Archers *
Ipswich Field Archers *
Canberra Archery Club *
Full Boar Archers

Vic
Vic
NSW
NSW
I
B
NSW
G
A
A
B
B
B
D
F
Qld
ACT
B

GHA Double 720 Grand Prix
Target QRE—GHA Double 720
Target QRE - SOPA
Friday QRE
Carp Hunt
ABA
Target QRE—SOPA
IFAA
ABA
ABA
ABA
ABA
ABA
ABA
Walkabout ABA and 3D
3DAAA Gavin Brown Memorial
CAC Australian Day Tournament
3D

1st - 3rd
2nd - 3rd
2nd - 3rd
3rd
3rd
10th
10th
16th - 17th
1 th - 1 th
1 th - 1 th
17th
17th
17th
17th
17th
17th
17th
23rd - 24th
24th
24th

National ndoor hampionships ail atch
Manning District Bowhunters *
ering istrict Archers
Townsville District Bowhunters
Boola Valley Field Archers *
Full Boar Archers
Towers Bowhunters
Darling Downs Field Archers *
outh est lopes porting Field Archers
allarat owhunters
Freds Pass Field Archers *
Katherine Archery Club *
Dead Centre Bowhunters *
Collinsville Barebow Hunters
Kurrimine Beach Archers
Mount Isa and District Bowhunters
Townsville District Bowhunters
Western Plains Archers *
Full Boar Archers
Penrith City Archers *

January

February
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E
Vic
B
G
B
B
D
F
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
J
B
NSW

3 AAA Australian ndoor itles
IFAA Branch Titles
National atchplay eries Victorian eg
ABA
ABA
ABA
ABA
ABA Branch Titles
FAA tate itles
nvitational hoot A A 3
ther
ABA
ABA
ABA
ABA
3D
ABA
3D
3D/ABA
3D
PCA Field QRE

March
2nd-3rd
3rd
3rd
9th-10th
9th-10th
9th-10th
9th-11th
10th
10th
16th-17th
1 th-1 th
16th-17th
17th
17th
17th
17th
17th
17th
23rd-24th
24th
24th
30th-31st
30th-31st
30th - 31st
31st
31st
31st

acleay Valley Archers
Townsville District Bowhunters
West Gippsland Field Archers *
ympie Field Archers
layford istricts Field Archers
Northern Rivers Field Archers *
Mt Clay Archers *
Full Boar Archers
Towers Bowhunters
Roma and District Bowmen *
ithgow Valley Archers
Twin City Archers *
Freds Pass Field Archers *
Katherine Archery Club *
Dead Centre Bowhunters *
Collinsville Barebow Hunters
Mount Isa and District Bowhunters
Townsville District Bowhunters
Grange Bowmen
Full Boar Archers
est elbourne Field Archers
Namoi Valley Archers *
allee unset Field Archers
Gleneagles Field Archers *
Townsville District Bowhunters
Phoenix Field Archers of Sale *
Penrith City Archers *

B
G

NSW
H
B
B
D
F
Vic
A
A
A
B
B
B
D
B
E
J
B
G
NSW

A A nvitational
ABA
Mal Thomas Memorial Shoot—ABA
A A nvitational
A A 3 FAA
3DAAA
ABA
ABA
ABA
3D Branch Titles
A A3
3DAAA
3D
3D
3D
ABA
ABA
3D
Newbies Weekend
3D
3 nvitational
3D Branch Titles
rad F A Flint
Fun Shoot/ABA
3D
2D/3D
PCA Social Double Clout

lac type shows A A events green type represents Archery Australia events and blue type denotes 3 AAA events
ABA national events are in red. Shoots marked with an * are cross-participation events

FULL COLOUR ANIMAL TARGETS

PHONE (07) 4685 2266 FAX (07) 4685 2378
EMAIL info@action-graphics.com.au
www.archerytargets.com.au

Also ABA Aussie field, IFAA animal, field, hunter,
five-spot and indoor, FITA and
novelty target faces

ARCHERY ACTION
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MEMBERSHIP FORM
Post completed form to:
ce anager A A
ox 124
rendale ld 4 00
hone 0 32 39

Preferred method of receiving
Archery Action
digitally online
hard copy mailed

I,

full name

of

street

New
A A

..............................................................................................................
name

........................................................

ostal address

ox

............................................

town-city

town-city

hone number ...........................................................

embership N ...........................
-F

.....................................

......................................

enewal
ember

....................

p-code
p-code

...........
..........

ate of birth ..... ..... .....

mail address.........................................................................

ate of irth

A

A

A

N

AN N
N

ard Number 6

NA

F A

0 431 22

A S and or Advance em erships or e istin mem ers
ship s Allocated
12 months
3 years in advance
Adults
20
Juniors- ubs
0
14
Families
1 0
43
ew em ers
-month mem ership includin oinin ee
eceipt Number
Adults
100
Juniors- ubs
omputer ntered
Families
20
N N
N
educt 10 from fees listed.
ship Forwarded
uote ension ene t ard Number ...............................................................
All fees include
Note ates of birth must be shown for all persons listed. lub name must be shown. Family membership applies only
to parents and their children under 18 years of age. eparate single membership must be ta en for children over 1
years. ouples without children under 1 years also pay separate single membership. n the case of family renewals state
A A membership numbers. f insu cient space use additional form.

A N 9

he Australian owhunters Association nc reserves the right to refuse suspend or terminate the membership of
any person whose conduct contravenes the onstitution ules and olicies of Association of the A A. Failure to
provide information sought or supply of incorrect information may result in application being rejected.

A NV

am prepared to accept the responsibility for the above applicants who are under the age of 1 years until they attain such
age.
arent- uardian ignature
A A Number if Applicable

APPLICATION FORM FOR MEMBERSHIP TO THE

A A Number

nc in N No A019

ale-Female

AUSTRALIAN BOWHUNTERS ASSOCIATION

lub

agree my contact details can be provided to form a contact list to be used within the Australian owhunters Association only.
you do not agree tic this bo
ignature of Applicant
enclose the re uired fees of ................
I the applicant above also wish to ma e application for membership of A A nc on behalf of the following persons who are
members of my family and reside at my address
Full Name of Applicant

A

am a member of ..........................................................................................................

N

do hereby wish to ma e application for membership of the Australian owhunters Association nc A A and if accepted do
underta e to conduct my our membership in accordance with the onstitution ules olicies and ode of thics of the A A.
Additionally we ac nowledge that Field Archery and owhunting are shooting sports conducted in the natural environment
which can impose inherent ris s and this application is made in full recognition of the Association s re uirement for responsible and ethical behaviour.
e underta e to do all in my our power to preserve the good image of the sport and A A.
e understand that members brea ing the ode of thics and or A A s regulations may be subject to sanctions as per the
onstitution.

print

Visa
Mastercard

xpiry ate mm yy
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Fully Guided Hunts for:
Red Deer - March/April from $1800 (5 days) includes a doe,
trophy fee if stag taken.
Chital Deer - Jan to May from $2500 (5 days) includes a stag
and unlimited does.
Buffalo - June to August (6 days) fully guided hunts, POA.
Wild Boar - Aug to Oct from $4000 (10 days).

All prices are a guide only as people require
different options so please call for a quote.
Hunts are all inclusive except: Alcohol and
Trophy Fees (Trophy Fees on application)
Indemnity Waiver to be signed at pickup.
Special Hunts are available from time to time
so if you are flexible you can get a great deal
on some hunts. All you have to do is get on
the emergency list and you are notified every
time a special deal comes along.

ARCHERY ACTION • January - February 2019

